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ROBERT A, TAFT .LABORATORIES.
CINCINNATI, OHIO.

PREFACE

The- Hazard E:Va luations· and Techrri cal Assistance.· Branch· of NIOSH conducts, fie·ld
invest.igations. of poss.ible: health hazards; irr the- workplace·. Theseo
investigations are· conducted under the authority of Section 20(a)(6) of· the
Occupational Safety and Health Act of: 1970, 29 u.s·.c. 669(a)(6) which
authorizes, the- Secretary of Health and· Human· Services,. following a written
request from any employer· or authorized representative, of'. employees, to.
determine whether any substance: normally found: irr the:: place. of employment has
potentially toxic: effects in such concentrations: as:- usecLor foundeThe Hazard Evaluations. and. Techn·ical Ass.is.tance: Branch also prov.ides,, upon
reauest,. medical,. nursing·,- and industrial hygiene- technical and consultative
ass.istance- (TA) to Federal,_ s.tatec,. and local a·gencies;;. labor;·. industry· and.
other groups or individuals-· to: con.trol occupation-a·l hea-lth hazards- and to
prevent.. related. trauma: and:: disease-.. ·

Mention of company names or products does not constitute endorsement by the
Na.tional Institute: for Occupational Safety and. He~.lth·. ·

AUGUST 1982
ROBERT A•. TAFT LABORATORIES
CINCINNATI, OHIO

n~u~n. ,Nv~~tl~AIUK~:

Bruce A. Hollett, C.1.H
Thomas G. Wilcox, M.D.

I•. · SUMMARY
On February 9, 1981, the National Institute. for Occupational Safety and Health {NIOSH)
received a request· for- a health hazard evaluation from Local 3840 of the: American Federatio-n
of Government· Employees at· the· NIOSH Robert A. Taft Laboratories, Cincinnati, Ohio.
The request' was for- an assessment of potential health _hazards associated with the laboratory
and animal faciliti-es .. There. was· specific mention of potential exposures to MOCA, benzene,
radiation·, formaldehyde,. solvents, acid, inc,nerator emissions, and concern about· animal ·cage
washing procedures and the· ventilation system.
Based on the:observations. made· during· the initial walk-through evaluation on February 20,
1981, and.'the results of the.. questionnaires: completed for 38 laboratory/activity areas, three
ai"rborne exposure surveys were conducted in the Autopsy Room, Tissue Preparation Room, and ···
Clinical Chemistry Labs:.. rn addition, the 25 lab fume hoods and numerous other local exhaust
system~. ·were. evaluated. The investigators conducted observations and interviewed workers in
most of the labs· and reviewed. the occupa ti ona 1 heal th program.
·
An envi ronmenta.l survey of· the Autopsy Room· and the Tissue: Preparation Room was. conducted· on
June 11. The formaldehyde. exposure levels were all below the limits of detection of the
Drager tube {0.6 mg/m3). Time=weighted average formaldehyde exposures ranged from 0.08
mg/m3 to 0.18 mg/m3 for the-Autopsy Room workers. Personal breathing zone formaldehyde
-levels were 0.43 and 0.56 for Tissue Preparation Room workers. Xylene exposures were a.ST
and 0.21 mg/m3 and ethanol exposures were 1.95 and 2.08 mg/m3 for the two workers.
Exposures to· benzene,. hexane, and acetone in cl i ni cal chemistry were measured on September.
10,. during demonstration· of two typical uses of these materials. The personal breathing zon_e
exposure level s. for benzene. were 2 •.7 and O. 66. mg/m3 .with room area levels ranging from O. 09
to· O~ 12 mg/in3-~
The 25. performance evaluations of: fume hood were conducted September 9-11 in accordance with
the :E~A criteria. There- were only 3 hoo.ds which received both ideal ratings and 7 hoods
which received only. ideal and· good ratings•. The remai-nder were rated poor in one or more
performance.criteria&- This evaluation also revealed that a general ventilation survey to
provide a. balanced system and. effective hood.perfonnance is needed.
There is a need for improved hazardous material management system - inventory control of
· procurement~ storage, handling, and disposal. Also, a physician should be designated· to act
as consultant. to the DBBS Safety Committee. The committee, in conjunction with this medical
consultant,. should review present pol i ci.es and procedures concerning the DBBS occupati ona 1
health program and establish clear written policies regarding the medical surveillance and
immunization requirements. for DBBS employeesG
Worker's exposures to benzene {in the clinical chemistry lab) and to formaldehyde (in the
autopsy room and tissue preparation rooms) were not at· the .lowest feasible level as
recommended. for. carcinogens. Recent changes in these areas have provided better control
measures, but further modifications are needed. Also there·is a need for· improvements in the
hazardous materials management. system. Recommendations are contained in Section VII.

KEYWORDS: SIC 8922 {Research Laboratories), benzene, MOCA, ventilation, formaldehyde.
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II.

INTRODUCTION
On February 9, 1981, · the Nati anal Institute for Occupationa1 Safety and
Health (NIOSH) was,. requested by Local 3840 of the· American Federation
of Government: Employees, Cincinnati, Ohio, to-perform an evaluation of
potential occupational health·hazards at:theNIOSH Taft Laboratories.
Specific reference was made regarding exposures to MOCA, benzene,
radiation, formaldehyde,,. solvents,. acids·, and incinerator- emissions;
potential problems-with cage washing activities; and possibly
inadequate exhaust ventilation hoods.
NIOSH provided a: status- report on· March 11, 1981, outlining the·
activities investigators planned. to· accomplish as part of the overall
evaluation·. · The results of- personal exposure moni taring in the, Autopsy
Room: and. Tissue, Preparation- Room· were, transmitted i rr a letter of
August. 31,. 1981 .. The, results., of personal exposure monitoring: in the.
Clinical Chemi-stry Laboratory were, transmitted in a memo of March 8s
1982~
.

I I I...

BACKGROUND
The Taft Laboratories. are- located. in·a- J.;.f-loor research facility
covering 90,.000. square feet and. are·- operated by the Nati anal Institute
for- Occupational Safety,· and Health. Activities in· this facility
include administrative,. technical services·, training;. and laboratory
research~ There are· three NlOSH. divisions [Division of: Biomedical and
Behavioral Science· (DBBS),. Division· of-Training and· Manpower
Development (DTMD), and Division- of Standards Development and
Technology Transfer·· (DSDTT) I and our administrative offices 1ocated at
Taft-;. NIOSH has approximately-SO- administrative and 220 Division
employees workfng. in the,- building... In addition,. the Food and Drug
Administration Bacterial Physiology Branch·Laboratories occupies half
of the- third: fl OOFo- This; group. studies foodborne diseases and employs
13 researchers in the' facility., The- only NIOSH employees that
routinely work directly with· toxic. substances. or hazardous physical
agents while· in· .the. Taft facility are the. 80 DBBS research workers.
The DBBS facilities. included laboratories for biological, chemical,
ergonomic, physical sciences, behavioral,. and toxicological research»
as well as areas for animal exposure chambers and housing.,
On February 20, 1981, the survey was: initiated with· a walk=through to
orient the NIOSH team.on the work areas and activities. Questionnaires
were· provided to be filled out· on each· research activity/area. The
information. requested was to. aid in· assessing· the nature of the, various
activities, including potential health· hazards· and control measures.
On March 2, 1981, a separate- meeting was- held- with FDA laboratory
management and safety· representatives.. A brief- tour- of· their1aboratory area was conducted•.
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On March 6, 1981,. a. meeting was held w.ith management and union
representatives to discuss the. plan for the evaluation- of anticipated
upcoming activities and. controls. Participants were asked. to identi'fy
on the questionnaires. any events .of interest planned for the coming'
months.
On- March 5 and 11,. 1981, the. MOCA handling procedure~ and rat gavage
dos.i ng' procedure were, reviewed, and observed.
On April 7, 1981,, the! overall facility ventilation system was- discussed
with the facility engineer and a walk-through was accomplished with
emphasis- on the· animaT exposure chamber· ventilation and monitoring
systems and· operating: procedures·~.
On May 7, 198lll- the: completed activity survey questionnaires. were
received identifying )8 activities· and/or activity areas in the
facility. Based on the survey questionnaires and observation of the
investigators, several activities- were.· selected for· personal exposuremonitoring and for further observation..
On June.- 11, 1981,. personal exposure: monitoring was conducted in. the
Autopsy Room and Tissue· Preparation· Room during the sacrifice of rats
in· the>· ongoing ethylene oxide exposure, study.
On·September·9 and 11, 1981, follow-up observations in selected
laboratories. and the· initial- walk-through of the Physical Agents, Branch
Laboratories. were conducted...
·
On: Septemberconducted in·
procedures..
disposing of

10, 1981, personal and area. exposure· monitoring were·
the Clfnical Chemistry Laboratory during benzene handling
On the same· date, the incinerator was observed in use·
biological waste.

During the- week of September· 14·, 1981, a performance eva 1uati on survey
of all NIOSH Laboratory hoods and associated local exhaust- systems in
the Taft facility was conducted. The data- from this survey were'
reduced and analyzed during· the later·part of January 1982.
IV o

EVALUATION' DESIGN AND METHODS

A.

Objectives· and Strategy
I.t· is beyond the scope of this survey to fully assess each research

program and activity area·.. Such a heal th and safety assessment
must be-· an ongoing part. of a. dynamic: research· activity suc;h as· the
one· in· this facfli ty. One of the objectives of this survey is to
heighten awareness of this need and to focus attention on areas
where· improvements can be made.
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The objectives and strategy of the health hazard·evaluation were
stated in the- opening conference and in the: planning meeting of
March· 6. · It was further agreed that- si nee this fac.i 1i ty was in
Cincinnati and a part. of the. investigating agency it: could receive
a. more, extended evaluation· than would normally be possible. This
would provide more specific. technical guidance, in selected areaso
A questi'onnaire was. self-administered by requesting that· management:
and uni on -work together· in· i denti fyi ng the activity areas and
soliciting completion: of a three-page survey form· in° each
. activity/areae This fornr is: routine·ly applied to industrial Health
Hazard Evaluation surveys. to _collect information· on worker profiles
and ·demographic· data; types- of· work activity and recent changes;
types,, quantity, and· frequency or substances utili'zation; and
exposure.· controls. including: ventilation, personal protective·
equipment,. and administrative... An additional request was made for
· a· schedule. or significant events in the coming. months.
Prior to compl etiorr o'f the- survey forms the initia.1 survey
activities: were- directed at the,major· areas of concern raised by
the- union (f.e.,. DBBS 1 MOCA study,. the.: animal exposure chambers and
husbundry areas,. animal autopsy and tissue preparation activities,
and: the:· general facility, venti 1ati on).. The occupati ona 1 hea 1th·
·physical examination program" and the· general structure -of the,
health-: and· safety ·program. al so: were· reviewed~
1

The:. survey- questionnaires- identified 38 research· activities or
areas. many, of· which required further study~-- These 1aboratori es:
were.re-visited:and: research· activities were discussed with the·
workers to' gain· a better understanding of the.potential health
hazards and control measures involved· in' each activity. Much of
the· discussion i TI' thh- report ; s based on these. observati ans and
discussions •.
Three- areas were, i denti fi ed for envi ronmenta 1 exposure
measurements. The use of benzene in the clinical laboratory was
selected as an activity of concern that. required measurements to
assess the effectiveness of the ventilation controls .. Two
frequently performed procedures, cleaning of glassware and MOCA
column cleanup, were· evaluated. The'.Autopsy Room and Tissue
Preparation Room· wer~ selected to conduct environmental exposure
measurements during the- next major- animal sacrifice, scheduled for
June and later rescheduled: for-July.
The effectiveness of laboratory hoods and other local exhaust
control systems were. of concern to many of the workers •. There were
25 laboratory fume hoods identified in NIOSH laboratories and
numerous siphons, canopies, exhaust tables, and special purpose
local exhaust slots. The number of uses and applications of these
hoods varies from day to day and project to project.. Therefore, an

,·

..

,··:

.. -
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eva1uati on of the adequacy of each· hood for- the procedures past,
present, or proposed would be beyond the· scope of . this· survey.
.

I

The. b~nefit derived from·a general survey of the performance of
eactr of' these·. hoods would have· required a considerable expenditure"
of effort.. The- findings of- this performance- evaluation are limited
to an assessment· based on the EPA Laboratory Hood Performance
·
Evaluation Criteria.1
_The· imediate- objective of this hood performance evaluation effort.
was to heighten the workers awareness of the individual hood 1 s_
l_imitations and. the .beneficial or· adverse effect that work·
practices and environmental vari ab 1es ·can have on the- effectiveness·
of the hood's. intended. control function. To this end, the
individual surveys were conducted, whenever possible, witrr the
users· presen.t·o- As necessary, the· limi'tations in operating
cond1t1 ons such· as. maximulll' sash· height to provi·de, acceptable· face
velocities and a capture. pattern free from excessive air turbulence
were demonstrat_ed and marked. The effects of· pedestrian· traffic$)
opening·and closing of nearby doors, workers movements, positioning
of app.aratus in the hood, and return· air currents across the, face·
of· the:, hood were di-scussed•.
· The long-...term objective.- of the hood per-formance- evaluation- is the
development of a capability to assess the adequacy of each hood for.·
a, present or· planned· hood application •. This will aid irr
prioritizing· the· need for· facility improvements. It· will aid. in.
judging the: adequacy of i-nterim· work pra_ctice measures and· use. of
personal- protect·ive: equipment·. Selection of the- appropriate hood
for the- task will ·ensure: the- mqst. effective· utilization· of- the
laboratories hood control systems·. To be fully -implemented,. this
·evalua,tion-· must be· extended. beyond the scope of the HHE to include
ventilation·. system. performance, parameters from the· building.
engjneers·- files and. permissible interim sash operating heights
should be: formally posted •.

B. Environmental
1..

Autopsy Room· No. B-2.
Airborne formaldehyde samples were collected in the breathing
zone oFAutopsy Room workers on impregnated charcoal tubes
using DuPont P4000 sampling pumps at a flow rate of 500
cc/min. The sampling period was for the full term of the
activity, about 4 hours.

2.

Tissue Preparation Room No. B-4
Airborne formaldehyde, xylene, and ethanol samples were
collected in the breathing zone of the Tissue Preparation Room
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workers. Low-flow Sipin pumps were· run at 200 cc/min for the
full term of the-activity, about 8 hours~ Fonnaldehyde was
collected·. on impregnated charcoal tube and the others on
standard charcoal-tubes.
·
3.

Clinical Laboratory Room No. 301
Airborne benzene, hexane, and acetone· samples were collected
in the breathing zone of the laboratory-worker conducting the
procedure, and area samples at the two· desks located in the
clinical laboratory. Samples were collected using. either a
two· or a three-tube: mani fa l d with a- MSA mode 1 G persona 1
monitoring· pump •. Each· tube's flow rate was controlled by an
individual critical orifice. Each three-tube manifold had one
100 cc/min and two 50 cc/min orifices. The two-tube
manifold I s orifices were both around 100 cc/min. Three-tubes
had. originally been required in order to provide· a sample for·
analysis of ·ethyl acetate, however, it was found that this
compound was not used in· the portion of the MOCA extraction
procedure moni tared•.

The local exhaust ventilation measurements were taken with a Kurz
Model 441 constant: temperature thermal anemometer. Readings were
correc.ted·.for- pos.t.-survey calibration check results. Results are
reported. as 1i near· feet per minute (LFPM).
Smoke.- tube observati ans were made using Bendix tubes •
. . Peak exposure. levels were measured with Drager detect_or tubes with
1ower limits of detection as fo 11 ows:
Benzene 5/b - 5.0 ppm
Benzene 0.5/a ~ 0.5 ppm
n-Hexane 100/a - so.a ppm
C.

Analytical
Fonnaldehyde samples were analyzed via ion chromatography on- a
·oionex·Model 10 ion chromatograph. NIOSH Method P&CAM 3182 was
followed with-minor variations in the preparation and analysis of
samples. To effect separation of the formaldehyde peak from
neighboring signals, 0.0025M. borate eluent was employed. Columns
used were 4x50 nun anion precolumn/concentrator, 4x250 nun anion
separator·, and a lOxlOO nnn anion suppressor •. Under these operating
conditions, a retention time of 6 minutes was observable for the
formate ion. Media blanks were run and corrections made. Field
blanks were below the lower detection limit of 6.0-micrograms per
sample for this data.
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Xylene· and ethanol.samples. were-,analyzed according· to NIOSH Method
No •. S-563 (modified),. using a' Hewlett-Packard 5731A gas
chromatograph w.i th· a. flame· i oni zati on detector-.. The samples were
separated into· front and back· portions and desorbed in 1 ml of '
carbon disulfide containing 1 ul/mL toluene as internal standard
and· li 2-butanol as: an, acid in desorption •. Field blanks were less
than·the-· limits-- of' ·detection for this data of a.or mg for xylene·
.· and 0 .. 01. mg· for- ethanol per- sample tube.
· Benzene,. ace.tone, and hexane: samples were. analyzed. according to
NIOSH Method No ... P&CAM· 1273 (modified), using a Hewlett-Packard
5731A gas chromatograph with a.. flame ionization detector.·. The
samp:1 es were- separated. into front and back portions and desorbed. in
1 ml of carbon· disulfide using an external standard method. The ·
field: blanks: were:· less, than the- lower· detection limit for this data
of: 0.001 mg/samp·le:- for- benzene,. 0.03 mg/sample· for· acetone, and·
o.. ot mg/sample, for hexane.
D.... Medical

The· NIOSH occupational medica.1 · records of· 50 randomly selected Taft
NIOSH employees and the'·medical records of _the eight animal.
husbandry personnel were screened by the medical ·officer. He.
participated in· all of the observations· of laborat_ory activities,
except·. those:- dedicated. to environmental measurements, to assess the-
adequacy. of the-· occupa.ti-ona l medica 1 program.. During the
observa.ti on .of 1ab acti vi ti es·,, i nforma 1 interviews regarding ·the .
health· concerns, of many of the:· research· workers were conductedc
More· forma 1 interviews, were conducted with the· eight· erilp 1_oyees
engaged in· animal care· activities in. the animal care quarters and
exposure· chamber areas., ·
·
V.

EVALUATION CRITERIA
A.. Taxi city,.
Cri te.ri a for- Timi ting occupational exposures to taxi c chemicals and ·
physical agents: considered in the- evaluation include: · the legal
standards of Occupational Safety and Health· Administration (OSHA);
the, National Institute for Occupational Safety and Heal th .(NIOSH)
recomended standards; and the American Conference of Governmental
Industrial Hygienists Threshold Limit Values®. These criteria are
presented. for the substances evaluated in this report in Appendix I
along with the· primary health effects.
1..

Benzene
Benzene can cause central nervous system (CNS} depression and
chronic exposure can result in depression of the hematopoietic
system•. Because of an increased risk of leukemia in benzene
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exposed workers· (benzene is considered by NIOSH· to be
carcinogenic in man)., NIOSH recommends a- standard .of 3 .2
mg/m3 ,. as a 60-mi nute cei 1 i ng •.4, 5, 6
2·.

Xylene.·
Xylene can effect the body if· it is inhaled, if it comes in
contact with· the eyes or skin, or- if it is swallowed. It may
enter the body through the skin. Short-term exposure: to
xylene,vapors may cause irritation of the eyes, nose, and
throat•. At high concentrations, xylene vapor may cause severe
breathing difficulties which may be. delayed in onset~ It may
also cause dizziness, staggering, drowsiness, loss of
appetite, nausea vomiting, abdominal pain, and
unconsciousness..9 · The· xylene exposure limit recommended by
the ACGIH and NIOSH ·is 435 mg/m3 [100 ppm] for
8 to· 10 .
hour work shift.} ,8 The. ACGIH STEL is 655 mg/m3 [150
.
~pm], NIOSH al so recommends a cei 1i ng· 1imi t of 870 mg/m3
[200 ppm].
0

0

an

3- . Formal dehyde
Formaldehyde is·an irritating substance that· can cause
respiratory, mucous membrane, and skin- -irritation as well as
. sensitization dermatitis. Since recent studies have found.
.t hat formaldehyde is carcinogenic in rodents, NIOSH recommends
that formaldehyde' should be handled in· the· work· place as a.
. potentia.l occupational _i:arcinogen. Safe levels· of· carcinogens:
have -not. been demonstrated but the probability- of· developing
cancer-. should. be reduced. by decreasing exposure-; therefore,· i t
is prudent to reduce exposure to the lowest· feasi b1e
·
limit.10 The·· first signs. of- exposure to formaldehyde at·
concentrations ranging from 0.1 to 5.0 ppm are burning· of the
eyes,. tearing, and general irritation of.. the. upper respiratory
passage~ Higher· exposures of 10 to 20 ppm may produce
coughing, tightening of the chest, a sense of pressure in the
head, and palpitation of the heart. Exposures to .50 to 100
ppm and above can cause serious injury such as collection of
fluid in the· lungs, i nfl ammati on of the lungs·, or- death ..
Dermatitis is a well-recognized problem. After· a few. days of
exposure, a.worker may develop a sudden inflammatory reaction
of the skin o'F the eyelids, face, neck, scrotum~ and flexor
surfaces- of the arms-. An· eczematous reaction may al so appear
on the fingers, back of the hands, wrists, forearms, and parts
of the body that are exposed to the rubbing of· cl othingc This
sometimes occurs after years of repeated exposure.10 The
OSHA Permissible Exposure Limit for formaldehyde is 3 ppm
8-hour TWA, and 10 ppm as a maximum ceiling concentration.
5
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IJ.

Fume· Hood Performance Cri teri a·
The evaluation method was devised under contract by the EPAl and
has been reviewed by OSHA Director of Technical Support. This '
review, found the EPA Laboratory Fume: Hood Standard to be a
well-prepared document which· provides· very good guidelines on the
design·, construction·; operation, maintenance, and evaluation of
fume hoods.. The EPA procedure is, referenced in the National
Research C~uncil 's (NRC) publication °Prudent Practices for
Handling Hazardous Chemicals in Laboratori es 11 ll and is part of
the NIOSH curriculum· for ventilation instruction in Course No.
588 •. · The cursory analysis of hood. performance based on average:
face. velocity alone is not adequate· to evaluate the effectiveness.
of fume hood systems. The importance of other environmental
factors is· recognized in the· previous published guides from ACGIH
and NIOSH.12,13 The EPA criteria has provided a means. of
evaluating these'. other factors-. This- criteria is expressed in
terms- of poor, good,. or· ideal room factors; and hood locations.
Also· smoke- tube flow pattern observa·tions, face velocity averages.
and: variability at full open and· six,-inch sash heights.
A hood cannot be considered satisfactory if it has a poor rating
for- either· the room factor- or location·. The six-inch face velocity
shou.l d. be less than three· times the: full· open average· face
velocity •. The .variablility of the· full open face- velocity from the.
average should not exceed (+ )10 fpm-.. The appropriate. face, velocity
·. depends: on· what is requi red:to maintain effective capture and
smooth fl ow- in the room environment: for the.- procedure' used.. The ·
cross· drafts at the, face-· of· the hood. shou.l d not exceed 25 fpm~ The
ideal location and room· ratings will usually require around 80 fpm
average face ve 1oci ty with a· full open,- sash· to establish· smooth
airflow patterns and effective capture. With good ratings,. -the
flow-· should be raised to 100 fpm average. It is not· reconnnended
that flows· be- increased above· this level to compensate for poor
environmental factors-. The· higher flow- rates will result in.
increased turbulence- in the hood resulting in greater risk of
dragout at.the hood face .. rn· any case, it is impractical to raise
them high·· enough to overcome· poor work practices', blockage by
storage· containers· or equipment, cross current effects from·
pedestrian traffic or improperly directed supply air. Face
velocities over 350 fpm are. disruptive to procedures which require
handling of powdery and light-weight materials. For a more
detailed discussion, see-Appendix,2.

0 ••

c·.. . Noise.

Cri teri a

NIOSH recomends, that employee exposure to noise in the work place
be. controlled so that no worker is exposed in excess of the 1imi ts
presented below:
.

·
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Sound Level (dBA)

Exposure Duration

85
90
95
100

8 hours
4 hours
2 hours·
1 hour
0.5 hour
0.25 hour

105
110

At no time: should· workers be exposed to noise levels exceeding 115
dBA. These limits are· designed to protect most workers from
noise-induced hearing loss that could impair their abilities to
understand everyday speech.14· rhe General Radio Handbook of Noise MeasurementlS provides a
detafled guide for· analysis
Speech Interference Levels. This
· criteria is based. on the average sound. pressure level in, the 500,
1000,. and· 2000 cycle bands which would be the predominant
interferri ng frequenc.i es. for nonna.l speech.

of

The·American Society of Heating-Refrigerating and Air-Conditioning
publish criteria for· design of ai r-condi ti oni ng systems.. These,
criteria include goals for noise contral • The. ASHRAE. Gui de and
Data· Handbook 1965 and 196616, Chapter· 14, Table 4, provides a
· recommended design range for· prevention of speach interference•.
D;.

Laser Criteria·
Laser criteria were taken from ANSI' Standards Zl36;.l-1980el7

E..:

Medi.cal Survefl lance Criteria
The criteria used for evaluating- the health protec_tion and health
monitoring procedures· for the Taft employees were derived from·
several· sources. The major source was the CDC Lab Safety
Manua1l8 (1979). Recomendations for the occupational health
needs of- animal care workers and for the proper procedures and
equipment for animal housing and. care were derived from the Guide
for the Care; and Use. of Laboratory Animals prepared by the National
Research Counci 119 ( 1978), as we11 as the CDC Lab Safety Manua 1.
.
Phone, consultation with the CDC Veterinarian Branch and the CDC
Office of Biosafety was obtained to clarify how these guidelines.
mi'ght relate· to the specific- conditions existing at the Taft
Laboratory. For specific. chemical exposures (benzene·,
·formaldehyde, etc.), NIOSH and other publ 1she_d documents were
used•.4,5,6,7 ,8,9,10 For laser exposure,. American Natio9a1
Standard for the. Safe- Use of Lasers (ANSI: Zl36.l-198Q)l was used.
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Vle

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A~ General Observations
There, was: an overall impression that. was conveyed by the discussion·
held in both· private and public meetings. that improvements were·
needed. in the Taft Laboratories. health and· safety program. The
NIOSH Safety Office is· aware of·many needed. improvements·,- both in
the facility and· in the management approach· to safety in the
research envi ronm,ent.. With this genera] agreement that
improvements were needed, DBBS» the, division engaged in laboratory
research activities. had already established· a safety committee.
Many of the topics. discussed in this report were already under
review- within the comrni ttee and this comi ttees acti vi ti es have·
continued throughout. the course of this evaluation-a
.

'

I'n·a research-oriented organization with a diversified group of
research activities:, there- must be a· strong awareness of the'.
overriding need for· safety and health"' It is often true in
laboratories that the researchers are working on the frontiers of
knowledge:· in the-ir fieldo Many- times, the.- toxicity of the
materials under study is the question being explorede The primary·
researcher is'. among the most knowlegable. in the field on the
potential hazards in· his area: of expertise. It is- necessary to
.accommodate flexibility fronr day to day if creative. research is to
be accomplished~- However-,. along· with that freedom comes i'ncrease<i'
responsibility ·for the' individual researchers ... They must·.carry a
much greater· burden- of responsi bi li ty for the· safety of their·
co-workers. than do·those in other laboratories in.. a-more routine.
and predictable production-oriented environment;. To a- great
extent,. management I s emphasis. on this ro 1e of the primary .
investigator is the key to an effective programe
There was a new DBBS procedure established to provide training and
operating- procedures for- research- projectse The primary
investigator is responsible for submitting a protocol ·for his
project. and in addition- a chemical hazards information/instruction
documenta This document outlines· the nature of the. hazard for each
substance, and the, instruction must be signed by and a copy given to
each worker· potentially exposed" This approach of fully informing
each individual should be encouraged throughout the laboratories.
B~ Surveillance
The Safety Office in a research environment is often· more effective
as- a consultative service to those who are seeking assistance in
evaluation or· control of potential hazards, which they perceive in
their activities. However,. there is always a need for inspection
and surveillance .to identify other hazards and to maintain the
focus on this overall effort within the organization.
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ln this regard, there is an apparent need to increase: Taft
Laboratories surveillance in three ways. First is the need to
monitor- changing protocols;. in'. ongoing· research· activities. The
DBBS qua 1 i ty assurance. program which has recently been imp 1emented
could: require_ a. periodic safety review as part· of the routine·
project review eye.le.. This approach may prove to be· an effective
tool to. mon.itor· the changing· character of potentially hazardous
reseach acti vi ti es..
Second is· the, need for- an inventory control on the procurement,.
storage·, handling,. and disposal of hazardous materials.. This was a
topic of discussion ·at our· March 1981. planning meeting and of
interest to the investigator~· throughout the survey. There are at
1east two'. approaches -to this objective. One: is to channe1 a11
hazardous material 1 s·purchase- requests· through one central
authority. While- this sounds simple, it· is not easy to establish a.
procedure which·· ensures, that. all hazardous material 1 s requisitions
are i den ti fi ed· for· this type of handling.. This prob 1em is further
comp1i cated: since·· there, is· no central comisary or phannacy to
contra1 the- storage, and. issue: of' the, materi a1s after receipt in the ·facility..
·
One. alte_rnative, is· to place, the responsibility with· each
subordinate: group to. keep·· a,· control inventory on a11 hazardous·
materials,.and infornr the· Safety Office of new purchases and submit
handling-, .storage-,, emergency·,.; and. waste· d.i sposal procedures for
safety review, and approval. In· either· case,. a role of: thesurvefll ance, program, must: be a. periodic in.ventory check to assure
that· the materials.are, being'utilizedand.disposed of- in accordance
with- approved procedures. Discussion:of this activity is-found in
Reference·Nos~ 11,. 20, & 21:.. A draft EPA regulation for llse of
Toxic. Materials- in Laboratories presents· one approach to. inventory
control which combines the,, two methods mentioned above.22 The
system· used to accomplish· this task· at- Taft· Laboratories must be
developed by- those most familiar with the research role of the
agency and the activities of the indhidual research groups. The
DBBS Safety· Connnittee and the .NIOSH Safety· Officer- shou.ld continue
to·work toward implementing- such' a- system~
Thi rd is· the need for- a fonna l environmental monitoring schedu 1e to
provide periodic measurements- of hood perfonnance and personal
exposures. The EPA Fume. Hood· Performance Criteria. requires
monitoring at least every 6 months.l The- selections of· ·
activities to monitor- and the· frequency of monitoring must be based
on profession_al judgment-. There is generally a .need. to evaluate
new or- changing env-ironmental conditions. This is discussed in the
same references cited above.11,20,21,22
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C. Engineering Controls
1. General Ventilation
A complete evaluation of the- general ventilation is beyond the
scope of this survey. The existing ventilation system has
been extensively modified .by capping supply air· ducts. and
relocating laboratory hoods,•. The ventilation blue prints are
out- of date. Even the.· drawings· of more·· recent addi ti ans were
not as built. The maintenance contractors reported that
efforts were made several years ago to measure- airflows: in
some of the ducts. Fans. were· adjusted to increase replacement
airflow.. In the winter,. they sometimes. use the, old hood
replacement air fans and ducts· to provi de supplemental
replacement air to the building. This system has. limtted
heating capability,. but. no cooling, so it is not used· in the·
summer months· or during extreme cold: weather. A number· of
observations can· be made'which· indicate· the· need for
correction of ventilation problems.. It was observed that the·
laboratories are· not always under negative pressure-with
respect to the surrounding hallways .. Since most of the hoods
do not have separate makeup air provided, it is likely that
the pressure- relationship will vary with the operation of
heating, air-conditioning:,. and. local exhaust systems. This is
particularly true if- more· than· one local exhaust is connected
to. the same, fan •.. !his overa 11 air· ba.l ance wi 11 have,: a.- direct
impact on the effectiveness of ventilation c~mtrol s. such as.
storage cabinets,. fume· hoods,. and other 1ocal exhaust
systems·•. Several a.ir balance deficiencies .were noted .in the
course of the venti'l ati on· survey, which are- documented in. the
Hood Performance Evaluation Appendix .. On the basis of these
observations, there is. a need for a comprehensive evaluation
of the ventilation system..
Reference Noe 11 recommends- that in a11 cases, the movement of·
air in the· general ventilation· system for a building should be
from offices, corridors, and such "into the laboratories. All
air from laboratories should be exhausted outdoors and not
recycled.· Thus the air· pressure in the laboratories should
always be negative with respect· to· the· rest of the building ..
The air· intake should be· in a location that reduces the
possibility of contamination from exhaust air ..
· 2. Fume Hood Performance Evaluation
The Laboratory Fume. Hood Performance Eyal uati on for each hood
and the surrounding local exhaust systems are documented" in
Appendix 2. The Taft Laboratory.hood evaluated by the EPA
criterial ~ere found to be deficient with only a few
excep:tions. The· multiple deficiencies were· insufficient full
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open average· face-velocities,. lack of bypass air, poor room·
factors. resulting from·. excessive cross drafting, and poor hood
locatfon· ratings due to traffic- patterns· and door and window
locations. A summary rating· table· is provided in the
'
Appendix,. however-, the interaction of the rating factors
requires a case-by-case assessment to fully appreciate the
.. rating. gi-ven. The causes of these deficiencies are related to
the overall building ventilation system as well as the
indi-v-iduar local exhaust system and its immediate
·surroundings. There were two deficiencies which were. found
: throughout· the survey. Very few·. units were equipped with
-either an, airflow indicator or adequate air.bypass
capabil~ty-. -Without this capabiljty, the -face velocity far
exceeded_ the- maximum recommended·criterion of three·times the·
average.' as.- the sash was 1owered to a height. of 6 inches •.
To provide; a prospective on these,· findings. and to verify the
proper application of the criteria the- EPA Safety Office· was
consulted.. They confirmed the evaluation method used-and
reported similar results when first· applying these criteria to
their own facilities. ·The EPA has undertaken an extensive
. remedi a·l program·· in their 24 · 1aboratori es to upg.rade their 700
fume hood contra1 systems and the· i ntegra1 genera:l ventilation
systems·.. For· detai1 s of their ·program· and consultation on
various remedial methods, NIOSH should. contact the EPA
Headquarters: Engineerin·g Coordin~tor •.
~

. . ..3. . Mt seel 1aneous. Loca 1 Exhaust Systems
The·. other· -1 oca 1 exhaust systems observed in the same room with
laboratory fume hoods were given a.cµrsory-performance
evaluation.. The results are reported on the. same sheet· with
the Fume Hood Analysis.. The performance requirements of these
systems would be dependent on the operating procedures and ·
conditions. of use. In some cases, there was an obvious lack
of control velocity or- smoke tube capture at the apparent
point- of application, which was· noted in the evaluation.
4... Animal Exposure. Ventilation
The high hazard exposure area was under major renovation

during the survey ·and not operational. The acute exposure
chamber systems were not operating during the periods of
observation~ The chronic animal exposure chamber ventilation
system was observed in opera ti on. These venti 1 ati on systems
were reviewed with the faci 1i ty engineer. The exposure
generating chambers were exhausted as were the animal exposure
chambers through charcoal filters to the outside. Incoming
air- is filtered. Operating procedures for the changing of
charcoal filters were discussed but not observed. The
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location of the filter change. area is in cramped overhead
crawlway which raises concern for difficulty of access and·
handling procedures. The need for· a method to assess the:
filter· system performance· and saturation limits· was discussed
with· the facility engineer.. It was noted that a study had·
been proposed. to evaluate the breakthrough potential for
contaminants... However, this was· considered to be· of 1imited
value since. it might vary with substances and with operating
condi ti ons. Therefore·,. a. periodic· moni.:tori ng of the
absorption capacity of the. filters is ca11 ed. for. in the
.operating procedure,. Methods of accomplishing this are not
readily available. There is an ongoing research project. in' ·
this area: reported by P.M~. Swearengen,. Lawrence Livermore
National Laboratories, Livermore·, Ca1i fornia,., at the· 1982
American. Industrial Hygiene· Conference (Paper· No •. 70).,. In
practice the fi 1ter· break through· survei 11 ance: has· been·
accomplished by pl acing· one of the multiple, fixed point·.
sampling probes, in thf!'. exhaust downstream from the- filters
during· the ethylene· oxide exposure study. In a subsequent
amine· exposure· study,. the multipoint sampling system-was not.
used· since the. instrument was not calibrated for the test
substances.,. During this study,. portable IR instruments were,.
used to· monitor- the: chambers.,.
· D.. Environmental Measurements
1-

Autopsy· Room,
The:, results: of· a· one=half day environmental survey in the
Autopsy Room· (Room B~2 l conducted on June 11, 1981, are·
reported in Table 1...
There arec two downdraft autopsy· tables. which are on the same.
exhaust. system·with·the. two lateral exhaust benches in the
adjacent Tissue Preparation room.; These exhaust benches each
have'- readily accessible dampers for operator adjustment of the
airflow. Variations in· these setting would have an effect· on·
the, flow- at.. the. autopsy tables. It- would be very difficult to
quantitatively evaluate the- capture-effectiveness of the
downdraft.tables. The· use of smoke-tubes showed that only the
air- immediately above the downdraft: table- surface would be
captured. Contaminants washed down·· below. th&· perforated top
would. be controlled in the absence· of. excessive cross drafts.
The, capture effect1 veness wou.l d ·vary with the, amount. and
di stri buti on of surface area b1ockage·: by dissecting boards,
formaldehyde- containers, wetted paper towels under· specimens,
etc·. It could easily vary widely, for different work -locations
around the table. The ultimate test.of· effective controls and·
work practices is the level of exposure to the workers.
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The survey was scheduled: to observe rat sacrifices at the
maxi mum level of actfvi ty ,. thereby_ f denti fyi ng formal dehyde
exposure during- 0 worst_ case 0 conditf'ons.. It should· be noted.
that. autopsies. of primates,. because of thetr- larger size, •
could present a different exposure which should also be.
evaluated at some future opportunity.,.
The> Autopsy' Room was. staffed. by· ffve·workers during the full
actf vi ty period;... However, a. sixth worker was present and
moni.tored only for the first hour while collecting blood
specimens subsequently taken· to the- 1ab for ana-lysi s·.. A11
wore laboratory gowns, surgical gloves, and masks.. In lieu of·
the surgical mask, one worker- elected to wear an organic
cartridge·· respirator. Results of the 4-hour time~weighted
average (TWA) personal breathing·zone samples for the Autopsy
Room, activity (See Table· 1) for fonnaldehyde·were_ all less
than: one- fourth or the: criteria formerly recomended by NIOSH
based on·· i rri:tant" properties. of L2 mg/in3 for· a 30..;mi nute:
sampling-11eriod~ Time-wefghted average-exposures ranged from
o.oa, mg/m-'· to· 0.18· mg/m3 for- the Autopsy Room workers .. ·
The.Drager peak exposure- tests did not. reveal any levels abov~
the lower- detection limits of 0.6 mg/m3o It-was: noted· that
the·· two· highest· TWA· exposures were for- the worker· who changed.
the:- fonnal dehyde.: solution· ( recorder) and the. worker who.
frequently- fnfl ated the· 1ungs with. fonna 1dehyde, (weigher) •
The. -hematology work.er·, who assisted_ the weigher~ had. a. similar
exposure.:. for"· a shorter peri Od of; t:imee
.
The·)4easf.lrements Research· Branch of .NIOSH has reported that.
· there· were· some· fonna 1dehyde analyses during this_ period which
were rep_orted· as· much as 501 below the true value due· to an
analytical. error. However-, even- with this· possibility· these
exposures-. are· not at a high· level when compared to former·
criteria. However, it must be- noted that based on recent
. findings. both· NIOSH and ACGIH have- revised.. their criteria.,
The, NIOSH Current Intell1gence Bulletin Noo 34 on Fonnaldehyde·.
recomends- that: it be treated as a suspect carcinogen and that
exposures. be reduced. to the 1owest. feasi b1e limit.
2. . Tissue.Preparation Room·
The· Tissue Preparation Room {Room B-4) was evaluated June· 11,

1981, the same day as the Autopsy Room during the same peak
activity. The monitoring results are in Table 1. The two
histology workers were monitored from 9:00 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.
and 5:30 p.m~, respectively •. They prepare tissue specimens
from organs preserved in solutions of formaldehyde. The
procedure for tissue preparation involves use of fonnalin,
alcohol, xylene, and paraffin. Personal breathing zone full
shift samples for· fonnaldehyde, xylene, and ethanol were taken
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as. well as the: Drager tube-· tests: for peak, exposure levels.
The TWA exposures to xylene and ethanol were far below the
evaluation cri,teri a ( see Table· l) •. The xylene exposures were
0.57 and 0.21 mg/m3 · and the, ethanol exposures were 1.95 and . ·
2.08 mg/m3 for the. two workers.. The formaldehyde results
were· higher than the Autopsy Room but still less than half o'f
the former NIOSH- irritant· based criteriae The personal
breathing zone formaldehyde levels were Oe43 and 0 .. 57 mg/m3
for Tissue· Preparation Room· workers. .The. Drager tube. tests
again showed no level s above: the O.. 6 mg/m3 lower limit of
detection.. However·,. based on the- NIOS~ lowest feasible. limit
criteria for· formaldehyde~ improvements should be made.
The, ventilation- in.. this. room is treated in detail in Appendix
2 of· this, report:. One'. of the: two· Auto Technicon tissue·
preparation··units·. was: free-: standing in the middle of .the room
with> a vacuum exhaust port that was discharged into the room~.
The· other unit, was located· under the hood.. The two par.ti al
horizontal hood· sashes: are. unique, to this laboratory. The
workers:. were· shown the: effect of po~itioning of these· sashes
as. demonstrate.d by smoke. tube observat.tons and velocity
measurements·~ Effective control· is dependent on keeping the
·sashes· in front of the· hood face,- one· on each ha1f
O·

There, werei a· large number o.f specimens- awa1 ting processing·
stored··in cartons.. ~ntaining formaldehyde-. on· shelves: and: on
the latera.l exhaust tables·." Plastic sheets were: hung over· the·
fumes·.,. This fs not·. an,
she-lves: to, reduce- the' possibility
effectivecontrol·measure., There-.were· also boxes of plastic
bags: storing processed specimens,for·future reference. During
the period of this survey NIOSH determined that- these plastic
storage. bags sometimes: leaked;. Therefore the storage boxes
were: to be relocated to a tissue· storage- area elsewhere in .the
basement. There should be· foll ow-ups on· this new tissue
archive· to assure that it is ventilated and that proper
archive management is i.nstituted.. Periodic checks· for leaks
and adequacy of ventilation control should be implemented •

o'f

.· 3·•.

Clinical Chemistry Laboratory
The·Clinical Chemistry Lab (Room 301) was monitored on
September· 10, 1981 •. The results of the Clinical Chemistry
Laboratory environmental measurements are shown in Table 2 •
. The exposure,- 1eve1s . for hexane 11: benzene, and acetone were
measured during ·demonstrations of glass. washing and MOCA
co1umn cleanup pr~cedures·. The 1arge hood in Room 304- was
used ·for .these procedures •. The exposure measurements did·not
excee.d th~ recommended cri'teria as shown in Table· 2 •. The
highest of the· triplicate. personal breathing zone· exposure
levels for benzene were· 2·.1 for the MOCA procedure and 0.66
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mg/ml· for the glass washing procedure. Room area levels of
benzene ranged from 0.09 to 0.12 mg/m3. Since benzene is
cl assi fi ed as a· suspect human carcinogen, exposure should be
controlled to the lowest feasible limit;.
The large hood in Room 304 did not meet the EPA recommended
minill!um· laboratory hood performance criteria for handling
hazardous materials.. When it was operated· with the sash at a
17-inch· height during the glass washing procedure,. the. average.
face velocity was 60 fpm. When it was operated with the sash
at20-inch he.ight during the·MOCA column cleanup procedure-~
the average face velocity-was 45 fpm. The variation was much
more than the recommended +10 fpm from the average. Face
velocities: ranged from· 20 to 100 fpm and 40 to 100 fpm for the
two· procedures.. The smoke tube· observations of airflow
patterns- were turbulent;... During: this measurement period, it
was: observed that Drager tube tests in the breathing zone were
generally· negative. except that once there was a sudden partial
col or· changee The· reason for this erratic behavior was·
investigated further during the September ventilation. survey.
A si.mi l ar sudden partial col or change was observed when
materials were discharged to the sinks as previously done in
the·MOCA cleanup, when a pedestrian would walk by the hood on
the way through the door. Therefore, the exposure. to benzene
was above the: lowest· feasible control level. Workers were
advised.that·the hood should not be operated with the sash
above·12 inches when hazardous materials are used in order to
maintain: the. recommended· minimum of 100 fpm face velocity and
.. a uni form fl ow pattern across the entire face. Even at: this
lever the: hood would not be- expected to overcome interferences from crosscurrents caused by pedestrian traffic and the
, openfog· and closing· of the, nearby laboratory door•. Therefore,
.to minimize exposures, the. operator should control traffic and
assure that the hood is lowered to 6 inches or· less when not
in use or when pedestrian traffic is present.
E. Observations
1.

Respirator' Protection Program
The respir~tor protection program was not well defined and
Tacked a writteri· directive. There were cartridge respirators,
masks, and self-contained breathing apparatus provided for use
in various laboratories,·however, workers' comments on their
respirator training and on the maintenance of the equipment
indicated a need for impr.ovement. The Safety Office indicated
that a formalized program was being implemented. Fit testing
was underway for all animal handlers, chemists, and
researchers. There was no written program documenting
selection procedures or training act,vities. No mechanism for

----

·--

- ·--- -
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periodic-respirator maintenance· was planned. There is a need
for- further- deve 1opment of- this program i •a. w. OSHA
regulations CFR 29 Part 1910.134 and the NIOSH Guide to
rndustrial Respiratory Protection.23
2. MOCA Study Procedure
This re.search project· was mentioned in the union request and
observed closely. It involved the dosing· of rats with
preparations of MOCA by gavage or skin applicationo The
highest dose administered to a rat is 10. mg The- dosing
material is prepared by the· primary investigator in a hood
.located in Room-B-42. The MOCA also is stored in this hood.
The, quantity of MOCA stored there was far in excess of that
necessary for weekly use. The storage. area and. containers did
not have· adequate. hazard markings. _The hood performance was ·
evaluated and found to be satisfactory. However·, it-does- lack
an air bypass,. which results in unacceptably high air
velocities when the sash· is lowered. The moist dosing
material presented.no dust exposure hazard in th~ gavage
procedures observed. Those- handling the material wore
laboratory coats and impenneabl e gl aves.. The procedure was
accomplfshed in a containment facility within th~ exposure
labtiratory. The animal excrement was collected for·analysis •.
Analysis was performed in the Clinical Chemistry Laboratory.
Those- involved in· the, project submitted urine for MOCA t~sting
to.confirm that no detectable.absorption had .occurredo- The
1ate)c g:l aves .used were· reportedly tested by a member- of the
1abora.t:ory to ensure their impermeabi 1i ty to the- acetone/MOCA
prepc!'ration for ·the period of use in the dosing and laboratory
procedure..
·
e

3. Chronic Exposure Laboratory
The chronic exposure laboratory (Room SB-04) air monitoring
_system and procedures for handling the animals were discussed
with the supervisor, maintenance personnel, and the
employees. The-multiple fixed point air monitor· is used to
ensure that the animal exposure is maintained at the desired
level as well as to identify any room air contamination and to
ensure the chambers have been cleared of contaminant before
opening. The employees are concerned about the possibility of
residual contaminants in the animals and about the calibration
of the monitoring system. The system is zeroed by injecting
inert gas into the line. It is given an internal calibration
check. It does not appear that the system is routinely
checked against a standard of the contaminant in use. The
workers are-authorized to use cartridge respirators which were
available on the shelf in the control room.· There was varying
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opinion- on the adequacy of the, tra.i ni ng in use and of the
maintenance of_ this equi pmento
The, investigators reviewed a_ log of the results of charcoal
tube- samples_collected_ during the ethylene- oxide animal
exposure study,~ Samples were- collected using: low- flow pumps
at, 50 cc/minute. Samples were- taken for brief 20-minute
periods' in· the- animal chambers for comparison with the fixed.
point sampling resultso - They were taken. for SO-minute peak
personal breathing zone: exposure assessments on animal
handlers and in the_ vicinity of chambers and animal cages
during chamber unloading procedures~, The NIOSH employee who - ·
conducted the monitoring has had prev-i ous fie1d survey
experience. Reportedly,. Quasi:-Ketchum® ethylene- oxide
charcoa 1 tubes were- used. The analysis were- performed by the,
NIOSH· contract laboratory in accordance with NIOSH analytical
Method-- S286 modified. 24- The -results showed good corre1ati on·
with chamber measurements. and all personal and area peak
exposure., samples were- below. detectable limits of· OoOl mg per
sample, which,_ if present at all, would be 1ess than 2.5
mg/~ for a 4;..1 i ter· samp1e .,_ This survey was performed. in
January: 13-19,, 1981,_ and the- results were· indicative of a
wel l-controHed; work' environment;.. The present· PEL for
ethylene, oxide, is. 50 ppm,- ( 100 mg/m3 )-, however·, this was _.
established' pri o~ to· the recognition, of a· cancer· risk.,, The,
ACGIH TLV has; been'.-lowered to- 5 ppm (10 mg/m3} with an .A2: _
c.1 assi fication' (i.e•., suspect of- carc,nogenic: potential for .
manle NIOSH has not yet.:established':a: recommended exposure_ .·
limit~ however·,, they have:, recommended that" this substance be
· ·
regarded as; a. potenti a] carcinogen.;25 - ·•
A si m'i 1ar monitoring·, effort was- accomp1i shed for a subsequent
inhalation- study·,- however, the, results were not yet received
at the last: contact_ with this department- in May 1982e This
type: of personal breathing zone- monitoring should- be performed
at the beginning of each new exposure chamber project and if
i t is: a- prolonged study i t should be repeated- at· regular·
i nterva1s •.
c4-~ · Men I s Locker- Room,

The.. men's locker room· (Room SB 58l 1s ·located at:_the -opposite-·
end of-- the: ha.11 from the· majority of: the: 1aboratori es and,
animal quarters., This is not·· 'an ideal arrangement, si nee the
ha·llway- may become- contaminated with substances- from the
anima-1 exposure,· chambers and the animal care areas~.
Fortunately, the· sub-basement hallway- is not a heavily
trafficed area. Only one 1ocker: compartment is provided for
each· employee. This necessitates placing street clothing and
work clothing- in the same locker-, which is not- good practice,
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since street· clothing may become contaminated with toxic
substances encountered at work.
5. Flammable Storage Dock B-2
The flammable storage room· on B-2 dock has an exhaust fan
which· was turned off· at the time of our· visit·. This fan
should be running at all times, but si nee there is no access
control to the fan switch, the fan can be switched off by any
passerby. The·storage cabinets are also individually ventede
There are a number of users of this area with no apparent.
overa11 inventory or user contra11 i ng authority. This is a
weak link in controlled. use of hazardous materials at Taft
Laboratories. Without user access controls, it is difficult·
to know where and under what conditions of use, the hazardous
materials are·· consumed.
6. Cage Wash Rack
This facility (Room B-16) houses the cage wash rack,. an acid
bath, and utility sinks. The incinerator is also in this
room. There were, several improvements made· in this area
during the period of this . survey. An eye wash wa_s i nsta 11 ed,.
skid r~sistant coatings were placed on the ramp to the wash
rack, and guards were extended from the wash rack platform· to
the handrails to eliminate the possibilityof·stepping into
the hot water below. There was concern expressed that..
manually pushing large monkey cages, which weigh several
hundred pounds, up.that ramp could result in· injury should the,
worker slip; It is possible that this 't~sk could be·
mechanized by use of a lift or a winch system., This should be
given further study and improvements made as feasible ...
7. Cutaneous Hazards Laboratory
This facility (Room B-19) was not in use at the time of.the
survey. However, the ventilation survey revealed four areas
of concern in this lab. The new exhaust system is operating·
far· in excess of the fl ow recommended for effective contra ls....
Al so, one hood has the baffle removed, which further d.etracts
from the intended control function. The flammable storage
cabinet was not under negative pressure with regard·to the
room. There were two animal cage racks with venturi-type
exhaust devices discharging into the hoods. The discharge
hoses were hung from interior hood hardware by string~ The
passage of these hoses through the face of the hood along with
the erratic and unreliable fastening method is not good
procedure. Th~ hoses should be provided with connectjon
directly into the exhaust plenum exterior to the hood. The
questionnaire response indicated that there were additional
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cage· exhaust units: of this type planned for future use. · While
this would appear to be a good method of controlling cage
emissions, numerous hoses discharging through the hood sash
would not be: acceptable. An addi ti ona.l note, a perchl ori c '
acid bottle was; stored in one of· these hoods and use of
perchloric acid: in these hoods could present an explosive
hazard.
8.

Isotope Metabolism Laboratory
This facility (Room B-23) was recently refurbished to
accommodate radioisotope handling~· The room is locked and
access. is. controlled. The hood is located next to the door,
but. therefore could be- a problem if traffic were allowed to
pass during use. -The additional canopy hood intended for
control of animal cage rack emissions was evaluated and found
to be ineffective' unless a, cage enclosure is provided..
There· are three· hand-held·radioisotope survey meters. The two
stored. in'RoomB-25 were without batteries. The third is kept
in the. Safety Office. They did not have current calibration
certification.. Records are kept on swipe tests of sealed
sources. which· are: performed every· 6 months. Swipe tests of
laboratory work surfaces were reportedly accomplished~
However,. no records were maintained... ·Personnel routinely
handling. radioisotopes are: in a thennol umi nescent dosimeter·
monitoring; program.

9o

Pathology Laboratory
This facility (Room B-40) was noted to handle a number of
chemical's on a daily basis and to have many other chemicals
stored· fn· the· refrigerator in this room.. The chemicals stored
in this, refrigerator were reportedly ·used by other
laboratories. and to give off odors from time to time. There
appears to. be· a need for housekeeping in this refrigerator. A
careful scrutiny for compatability, shelf life, and the
condition of containers and labers is in order.
The need for a bench top enclosure- to improve the slot capture
effectiveness over the slide staining dipping trays is
discussed in· Appendix 2 along with hood improvements and
interim· operating.recommendations.

10.

Immunotoxicology Lab_
This. facility (Room B-41) is accessed through the
cardiopulmonary Lab Room B-39. The unusually erratic nature
of the hood. face velocities and the reported variability of
room pressure. with respect to the adjoining lab warrant
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further· investigation. The.workers· viewed the materials
commonly handled irr this hood to be hi'ghly toxic based on the
results. of their- current research· findings·.. This situation
was: brought. to the· attention of- the, Safety Office at the time
of· the ventilation survey-. For· more- detailed ventilation
evaluation, see Appendix 2 ..
11.

Hematology Laboratory
TMs. fac.ility (Room B42) is used for- a. number of activities.
· The hood was. observed to be. used. for· MOCA mixing and storage,
and drying of tissue slides during: this survey. (See the. MOCA
project findings· and Appendix 2. ventilation assesment. )
Irr addition,. there is a Low Temperature Ashing Unit in this
lab-whicrr·uses. an RF heat source•. Reportedly, a prior survey
reconnnended that. the· unit have· addi ti ona1 RF. shi e.l ding·
i nsta 11 ed;,. which had not. yet been -accomp 1i shed. ·The· unit was
not- marked- to warn· or RF emissions.. Workers could conceivably
sit: irr chairs:: next to. this- unit.. The shielding was reportedly
installed an_d RF. measurements taken· followi.ng· our visit.
Measurements. were· be1ow"· the' OSHA. standard of 200 V/m (vol ts
. per meter) electric field· strength' and 0.5 A/m (amps per
meter) ma·gnetic· field strength.. I.t should be. noted that· there
is. a, revised ANSI standard· C95.1982 due· for release- in May
19.82·..- · This, facility should: be,. checked against the- revised
cri terfa. when·· it -is announced
0.

12. _·' E:l ectron Microscopy· Laboratory
This faci.lity (Room B-44) supports the- Scanning Electron
Microscope and· the Transmission Electron Microscope .. The.
ventilation assessment:is in Appendix 2.. Reportedly, there
was. a, survey. last. year- w.ith- negative findings for stray
radi'ati Ort fronr the X:-ray sourcee This survey should be:
repeated whenever- the unit undergoes maintenance or on a
schedu.led: basis. Thermo.luminescent: Dosimeters ·are routinely
used. for personal and area: source· monitoring. In addition the·
question was raised r~garding the possibility of· hazards to.
hearing· from,thfs work environment-. The NIOSH Acoustical
Laboratory and· audiometry specialists were consulted. There
is no known potential for such a relationship with this work
environment.
13.

Former Surface Properties Laboratory
This- facility (Room B-48) was converted to a darkroom and
storage area. This room should be considered a confined space
where chemi ca 1s- are stored and used. The NIOSH recommendation
for control of hydroquinone in photographic laboratories is
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that a minimum of 4 air changes per hour be provided and that
good h?usekeeping be maintained to avoid byildup of.c~emical
contaminants on floors and work_surfaces.26 In add1t1on to
the photographic chemicals,. there are·:chemicals from tissue,
preparation lab stored in· the refrigerator. ·This type. of
joint storage-area should be kept under close. surveillance to.
ensure compatability of ma.terials- and responsible supervision ...
14.

Clinical Chemistry Laboratory
Thts facility (Rooni 30l) has a hood which is reportedly used
for other acti vi ti es as needed.. The hood is in a poor
location and has cross draft· interferences from the overhead
return air· supply. Perchloric acid was stored in this hood
which doesn '· t have plumbing connecti ans and is not approved
for perchloric acid~ Reportedly the room is frequently under
positive pressure with. respect- to the· hall al though it· was not
at the time our observati ans were made.. For a full discussion·
of· the· hood performance, see Appendix 2·...
Three refrigerators, that store biological specimens· and
volatile· chemicals used in the clinical chemistry laboratory,.
are located in the hall outside Room301 at the entrance to
the north elevators. One refrigerator is identified· as
explosi onproof~ It is used to store: ether, carbon disulfide,
and other vol atile~ There is an odor· froin these sol vents
readilr detectable in· the· elevator··area when·. the fire· doors
are. kept closed. There is no apparent ventilation, in this.
area·, and to avoid bui-1 dup of fumes, the· fire doors must be
kept open. It is not be advisable. to locate this solvent
storage unit in.a laboratory occupied by workers and potential
ignition sources, however, neither is it acceptable to use an ,
unventilated elevator entrance way as a. flannnable- storage
area... This problem was discussed with the Safety Department
and with the 1aboratory supervisors without reaching a
satisfactory resolution. Cl early another more satisfactory
solvent storage area should be provided in the vicinity of
this laboratory.

15.

Chromatography Laboratory
This faci 1 i ty (Room 302) is al so known as the, instrumentation ·
laboratory. It contains atomic absorption, gas. chromatograph,
and 1i qui Ii chromatograph instruments o The hood has four· 1oca.1
exhaust takeoffs . for the·· instrument siphons and ·for the
nitrogen bubble drying ho~d in the adjoining laboratory (Room
· 304) • The adj oi ni ng· door 1s open and on the· day of the
ventilation survey Room 302 was negative- with regard to Room
304. The hall door was· held open with an elastic band which
is normal practice to improve room ventilation. This hood has
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bee~ used: for benzene and MOCA handling •. The plumbing in this
hood. is. not. connected~ . A glove·. box· has: been procured and
installed. in Room B-23 for use in the MOCA pro_cedures.
16. Trace- Analysis Laboratory
This f aci l i ty ( Room 304) was used. for· the, cl i ni cal chemistry
procedures monitored. for·benzene exposure. (See environmental
measurements reported in Section VI. D of this report-.) As
discussed. previously, under the· conditions observed, the
ventilation was found to· be· inadequate to meet the lowest
feasible exposure criteria for- highly· toxic: chemicals .such as
benzene., Reportedly, modifications have been made to provide
improved interim measures until full correction can be; made ..
Reportedly there was: a nitric acid wash spill during the
peri ad of this survey in this·. laboratory. The: spfl l cleanup
kits.. that had been placed: in several. laboratories were· put. to
good. use. It. was: noted however· .that there were· insufficient
backup supplies to replenish the acid· spill kit. Materials
were· borrowed from· other 1aboratory kits·...
This laboratory is:used:by· several chemists to perform
laboratory tests. and.· two chemists use· this· room· as their
office.. Considering· the: inadequate· hood,. which can all ow.
chemical substanceS;;. such· as benzene. to escape. into the room
and the: ever· present danger- to room occupants should·
· exp l os ions or chemi ca 1 spil l s occur, it wou1d be advi.sab 1e to
· assign more: appropri at&. office space to these two chemists ...
17.

Optical Radiation Laboratory
The "LASER 11· 1aboratory (Room 309) was visited; however no
operatfonal LASER observations were made. This lab also
uti 1i zes· other- potentially hazardous high energy opti ca.1
sources such as a short arc· xenon 1amp ( 1 kw-)-.. The back drop
for-· the laser target. is a mobile black diffuse plywood
surfaceeo The, only control of exposure to the path of the
laser was· operator procedure. The area. was utilized by ·two
part-time researchers in addition· to the primary
investigator•. The laser is a Class 4 krypton/argon continuous
wave tunable. system manufactured by. Coherent Radiation, Model
CR-MG and severe ocular· damage· could occur should the. laser
beam en.ter· an unprotected eye. It has a total 12 wavelength
output: of two watts ranging from 455 nm· to 670 nm with a beam
diameter of 1.3 nm and a.·0.6 milli radians beam divergence.
There were laser goggles available.for various operating
wavelengths. The room· has. warning signs· posted however there
is no warning light indicating when a hazardous energy.source
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is in· use. An intercom has been installed to summon aid
should a lone investigator need help.
The: Optical Radiation Laboratory appeared to be less than '
optimum for use of a LASER system~ The LASER beam. and other
high intensity sources should not: be subject to possible
reflection from objects in the room. There is an apparent
need for a dedicated radiation range. The range should have
proper surface treatments,. warning devices, and interlocks and.
other engineering controls as specified below. There is also
a need for- improved storage facilities so that· the range will
not be, cluttered by the· array of instrumentation and equipment
observed: in this facility.
The American National Standard for- the safe use of Lasers
{ANS1 2136.1-1980)17 defines Class 4 as an ultraviolet,
infrared, or· near infrared system which emits an average
accessible, radiant power- in excess of OoS Wfor a period
greater- than 0.25 seconds.
·
Systems· which are Cl ass 4 should give priority to use of
engineering controls. These controls should be used wherever
feasible to reduce the classification for some applications.
Sys.tern enclosure·is the best protection.
..

A: safety inter.lock sha 11 be provided for any portion of
the protective housing which can be removed without the
use- of tools.,

•·

A key~switch master interlock .or switching device shall be
provided· - the key shall be· removable and the device shall
not be capable of operation when the key is removedG

..

When optical systems are used, in association with lasers,
interlocks and or filters must be used to eliminate the
increased eye hazard.

•

A remote interlock connector .should be provided on the
ha 11 doo.r-.

•

A beam stop or attenuator· should be permanently attached.

•·

•·

An alarm or· a warning· light visible through protective
eyewear· should be- used.on laser- activation· or· startup~
There should be an emission delay to ~llow appropriate
.action· prior· to radiation.
A laser c_ontrol led area should be established. This area
must be under the direct supervision of an individual
knowledgable in laser technology and laser safety.
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The· area must be posted. by warning signs· and spectators
access,must have prior· approval.

•·

The' beam· should be· terminated in a- beam stop and only
diffuse, reflective= material permitted in or near the beam
path·.. Requirements for beam stops of various wavelengths
are- specified in·- Paragraph· 4.4 of the ANSI standard.

A~ Class, 4-- laser-· contra11 ed. area shall incorporate the safety
measures. as- outlined in· the ANSI standard Paragraph 4.2.1202
which- _are~ ·discussed· briefly as fol lows:
A safe.ty-- latch·· or' interlock to prevent. unexpected entry·
into laser' controlled areas. There must be, provision for
adm1ttanc~ and: egress- under emergency conditions~-

1)

2) All optical paths·, such as windows in an· interior

facili-ty,_ shall be covered or· restricted· .in such a manner
as to.· ·reduce the ·transmission values. below the appropriate
ocular- maximum- permi'ssible exposure..
·
When: engtneerii'lg; controls are· not· -adequate- to eliminate
poten-tial exposure,- in·- excess-- of· the· max-imum· pennissible
~xposure:· (MPEh-- eye- protection devices specifically _designed
.for· protection"., agai m~t the--- intensity and· wavelength· of·
_. radiatfon-- in· use:" must. be: worn-•. · The, cho-ice, of,optical density
must··b~ weighted: to provi de··.eye- protection at·· the, 1aser·waveJ_eng_t~· wM 1e, meeting, the, -need for adequate- vi si b1e, 1i ght
· ·_ tr~nsrilissioat :sc{that the- operator.can- see- adequately. In
··general-,, room- .lighting should be desi.gned.with the need for
vi·sfbl e: transmission· through opaque. goggles f11 mind...
-Supplemental. lfghting·in. areas where viewing tasks are
performed will· reduce the operators inclination to remove the
eye· protection· ·for better task viewing;.
0

18... Solar.- Radiation· Laboratory

The "SU~-"- laboratory (Room 315) contains an exposure chamber·
wi-:tb ·a:· 6500: watt: source which permits ·exposure of test animals
-,to· a. intense radiation. spectrum that closely, simu.lates sun
light•. · The. roosq. is· used intermittently to expose. caged
animals: for brief periods-.; The· exposure procedure was
described~ It involves opening the lower door of the exposure
chamber- and sliding out th• cage while being careful not to
stoop. over and look up into the upper chamber where the sun
source is operating~ Even a brief glimpse of the source would
cause.- eye: damage. The rati ona1e for not turning off the
. source· is that the intermittent use would greatly shorten the
life expectancy of the light sources. The room is posted and
a warning light is activated outside the door when the
0
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exposure procedures are taking place. It_ is the intention of
the experimenter to build a second exposure chamber· in an
adj oi ni ng room· and to have a much larger number- of- exposures
conducted by other laboratory personnel. It. would be·
advisable to revise the: design .of this exposure chamber· to
offer· better protection to the· eyes of the investigators ..
The· primary investigator has i denti fi e<.i the need for
addi ti ona 1 venti 1a ti on to prevent ozone buildup from the 1i ght
source operati on·.. He has measured ozone 1eve.ls. above 10 ppm
in the room air after brief periods of operationo Following
installation· of a local exhaust fan, 1eve ls did not exceed O.1
ppm. This ventilation requirement should be· carefully
evaluated when installing the second. unit in the small
adjoining room for use. on a routine scheduleo

19.. RF Microwave Laboratory .
The Microwave Laboratory (Room 330) contains an· RF exposure
chamber. The chamber is shielded in a Faraday cage •. · The
entrance has an- interlock which will shut off the RF source
should.. anyone open· the door. Animal cages· are placed into the
exposur~ chamber which is not large.enough· for human
occupancy. A warning·. light is activated when the system is
turned on. This faci 1i ty· appeared to be· we1l designed. to
avoid any accidental exposures.
20.

Neurophysiology Laboratory.
This- facility (Room 402) contains three animal exposure
chambers, ·an' exposure generation hood~ _and a 12 channel
location monitoring system~ The animals· are housed and
the.· chambers.. Cartridge respi raters are provided and a
is located nearby. Workers varied in their-judgment on
adequacy of training in its use.

fixed
fed in
SCBA
the

The generating-hood and monitoring system also support a human
exposure chamber· in the. adjoin.ing Room 404., The cage exhaust
system is filtered through charcoal before discharge to the
outside. For a full discussion of the hood.and local exhaust
system see Appendix 2G
· 21..

Mass Spectrometry Laboratory
· This facility {Room 453) is dedicated to gas chromatography
and mass spectrometry instrumentation. There was employee.
concern about noi"se 1evel s which reportedly i nterferred with·
connnunications. Measurements were taken on September· 11,
1981. The levels measured at the desk were 65 dBA with the
air-conditioner running and 62-63 dBA without: it. Next to the
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air-conditioning unit 77 dBA. These revels- are we.11 below the
threshold for risk of noise induced hearing loss.. The most·
conservative criteria which· is recommended. by NIOSH is a 85
dBA 8-hour-TWA.
A sound· band analysis of this· noise would permit the.
evaluation of the Speech Interference Level (SIL) which is the
basis for evaluation of-communication interference criteria.
This was not accomplished during our survey due to the large
time commitment that would be required to perform this
analysis and other higher priority evaluationsQ However,
based solely on the dBA overall sound pressure levels
observed, the 1965 and 1966 ASHRAE Guide and Data Book
recommends design goals of 40-50 dBA for ventilation- noise in
Hospital Laboratories and 40-55: dBA for general open· offices
and _drafting rooms.. These are general guides which do not
mean· that any 1eve1 within the range wi 11 be satisfactory. In
addition to. the sound level, it is necessary that the quality
of the sound is· such that it· will not be annoying~ even though
the l ev_e l is not substantially above background..
F.

Waste Disposal
The handling of waste material is the last step in the custody of
hazardous materials. It requires a good deal· of attention not only
because of the. complexity of· the combined waste hazard's potential
but· also· due to the various regulations which now control hazardous. materials waste disposal .. - The Centers for Disease Control
completed a contractor.· survey of the overall agency-' s waste·
handling.27 This report deals with Taft Laboratories in detail
and should be consulted· for their recommendations.. Their findings
focused on the- need for 1abe1i ng of wastes, a new incinerator with
increased capabi 1i ti es, and provi si ans for pretreatment of the· high
hazards chamber wastewater. The present incinerator is
characterized as obsolete and inadequateo
·
The question· was raised by workers concerned that emission from the
incinerator· might. be contaminating the work area and the nearby
cafeteria. The incinerator was undergoing refurbishment during the
initial walk-through. It was observed in use during the September
follow-up. The small combustion chamber requires that animal
carcases be repositioned in_ the center-of the flame after partial·
incineration. This procedure results fn an unpl~asant odor in the
immediate vi ci ni ty when the incinerator door is opened. _Other than·
this, it· was not observed to cause odiferous emissions. The
kitchen pantry area which the incinerator flue pipe passes through
was al so ·observed. No defects or- odors were present. Kitchen·
staff had no recollection of·any odors emitting from the pantry
area.
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G. Animal Colony
The standard operating procedure for· the care and handl i ng· of· the1aboratory animals· generally conforms to the recommendations of• the:
Guide for the Care· and Use-of Laboratory Animals19 and the CDC
Lab Safety Manual. The attendants wear laboratory coats and paper
masks when in the animal quarters. Gloves· are worn when they ·
handle the animals.
Air pressure in the animal care rooms should be negative with
respect· to the hallways to prevent the escape of biological and
chemical substances from the: animal care· rooms.. However, the.
ventilatfon i-n· the animal colony was- found ·to be unbalanced with
some: rooms under positive- pressure with·· respect to the ha 11 s and
ot,hers under- negative, pressure •.
Because· of the, nature of: their work·
increased· risk of' accidents and. may
developing certain infections. The
-i~ discussed in·the: medical results:

animal care workers are at
be .at· increased risk of
health of animal care workers
section.

51 _

H. FDA- Biophysiology Branch.
The- branch· chief".and the FDA" Safety Officer for the· FDA Cinci.nnati
Food.Laboratories:were- most cooperative- in conducting· a
walk-through of their· aceas fn·· the,- Taft. facility. and orienting the,
investigators: on" their· work. They referred to the· CDC Proposed
·Biosafety· Guidelines. for· Microbiological amj Biomedical
Laboratorieso28 They also provided copies of their Branch 1 s
Biosafety Guide.lines which were distributed under a cover memo of
·
February 18, 1981..
Thjs group's activities are· associated.with field lab support,
research, and animal studies.. These activities varied depending on
the-needs at particular times. However, there-were some common
threads-. The Tab does not do studies of·unknown contaminants.
They dea 1 with·· cultures of food borne· agents to determine field
· investigation methods and·to reconnnend·control measures. They
claimed not to handle agents with a known significant potential for
airborne- transmission at: the: Taft Facility. The·- branch chief
cl assi fi ed the agents he· worked with as Leve 1 2 Bi ohazards as
defined in Reference No. 28. He particularly noted that whenever a
11 1 arge. 11 qu-anti ty of materi a1 was used it was handled in bi ohoods
which have High Efficiency Particulate (HEPA) filters and
di scharge s to the room air.
Biohood systems are designed as much to keep the bacterial culture
being worked with from being contaminated as to prevent worker
exposures. The FDA hoods are under a maintenance contract. The
filters are serviced annually. A pressure gauge is mounted on each
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hood to keep· a check· on its performance... The gauge indicates the
pressure· change across the· filters. Should it drop. to a very low
level it would mean a hole had. developed in the filter system•. If
it becomes· very high it would mean that: the air flow- was blocked
and serv.ice was needed. The lab has only one chemical hood which·
is: used: so 1ely for- the· storage- of chemical s. More detailed
criteria, for biohood classification and use are- provided in
Reference. Nos., 29, · 30, and 31.. Al so; FDA was provided a copy of a
Draft EPA Use.rs Manual for· Laboratory Containment Devices.
All FDA animal experiments are· conducted at a FDA owned. animal test
facilities: in· a, nearby building·. They are separate except for the
use of the preparation room· which· is 1ocated on the third fl oar of
Taft labs~ ·Cultures and small amounts of animal tissue are used in
the lab· during· the· course of an experiment..
0

From· our walk-through: observations- and discussions with the Branch
chief and: lab. personnel,. the following ·coments are madee-

t.,

2;..

I.

There., is a need to improve· the storage of long term and ready
to. use, supp lf es. The: concern is to maintain clear fl oors· and
counters for easy cleanfng and disinfection. They pointed
this out and·. stated that efforts were underway to. reduce ready
storage· to a minimum. ·
·
There:· should. _be a .close. link between the FDA labs safety
progr,am: and .. the NIOSH program·· to assure proper· control
111easures: are: provided, proper housekeeping arrangements are
· made;. and' proper response·s in case of emergencies such as
spills ·or- fires..

Occupational ~edical Program
Th&. primary goal of any health program is to maintain the
11
we.llness" of its participants.. In addition, an Occupational
Health·Program, has three special goals: the prevention of
occupational disease, the· early detection of any occupational
·disease.that may develop, and "the prompt and proper evaluation and
treatment of· any employee, who has an occupatjonal accident or
i 1lnesse . To accomplish the first goa 1 , the physi can conducting the
medical heal th survei 11 ance must· be fami 1 i ar· with. the employees
potential ·exposures to hazardous. substances and work in conjunction
with the,members of the health and saftey committee (research
scientists, industrial hygienists, saftey officer, etc.) to
. minimize,. the employee I s potential expos1,1re to hazardous substances
or physical agents. · In addition with certain exposures, he may see
that:the: employees have the proper immunizations to protect from
diseases to which thay may have increased exposure (eg. tetanus in
· animal care workers or botulism in bacteriologists working with
botulism organisms).

-------......----------..--..,-------,-,---....,,.....-----

···-··-------·-·-
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In a research facility, since the. workers· can be exposed to a great·
variety. of toxic substances and some adverse· effects may not become
evident for·years. after ·the· exposure;; the- second· goal, .the early
detection of diseases ·of occupati anal ..or.i gin can .be di ffi cult to
accomplish. Adverse- health· effects that have- a. long latent
interval before expression, usually cannot be detected early in
their course by periodic- health assesement, but· periodic medical
examinations can successfully detect the· more· quickly expressed
effects: of toxic- chemi-cal exposure such as elevation in liver
enzymes. after· excessive exposure to certain solvents. For
employees exposed. to agents·such as benzene, which can depress the
bone: marrow, where most blood cells are formed, it. may be advisable
to perform quarterly blood. counts. With exposures· to certain
physical agents, it· may be· advisable to. monitor the condition of
certain sens.itive organs such as the- ear·· (with hearing tests) in·
emp1oyees. exposed to high noise- 1eve 1s, or to obtain a base 1i ne eye
exami nation· by an· optha 1mol ogi st in employees· who· work- with·
1asers-. For- some. exposures·, it. may be· appropriate to monitor· b1ood:
or urine.- to· detect 1eve 1s- or the taxi c substance or its metabo 1i c
products- to: assure:·that excessive exposure is not occuring.
Because o.f the wide range of· normal values of most. clinical lab
tests,.' it is very difficult to differentiate· early· disease from
biologic: vari abi Ti ty when reviewing 1ab tests: on an i ndi vi dua1 who
may have, .some 1aboratory test: values that are: at. the upper range of
normal or· sl~Ightly· elevated. In· these· cases,. the. pattern. of this.
employee's previous. tests-,. repeat: testing,, and the examination· of
the: clinfcal laboratory tests of other· employees who have simfl ar
work exposures can· be: ·of aid in detenilfni ng if there may be
occupational .factors:· adversely affecting the employee and his
si mi 1arly. 'exposed coworkers·..,,
The· goal of providing prompt and proper treatment for occupational.
i nj uri es or i 11 ness- can· be di ffi cult at a research faci 1i ty; si nee
many of the potential exposures are. uncommon and may produce·
·
unusual signs~ and symptoms and require· special modes of therapy
with which the physicians in the community may not be familiar.
Thus for employees who become exposed to excessive levels of toxic
chemicals,,. it is: impo.rtant to be prepared to provide complete
information regarding the taxi city ·and modes of therapy for the
agent· of exposure and to follow-up on progress of therapy. For
example, if an employee receives a· monkey bite wound to the hand,
it is important that the treating physician be fami-liar with the
high likelihood of infection in such wounds~
·
The·Health Services Administration of the Public Health Service
. operates a clinic at Taft. The clinic··is staffed by a registered
nurse, and emergency care for i.llness or injuries is available from
7:30 to 4:00, Monday to Friday. Employees who incur· occupational
injuries are seen by the nurse and if the nurse decides that
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treatment by· a physician is required, the employee is refered to
his personal physican~
. An-- a·nnual phy,si-ca.l :exam· i's: offered: to all DBBS employees at Taft':
who have:, potential occupational exposure to hazardous. agents·.
Prior to. the exam;. the employee completes a form describing· the
potentially hazardous chemical substances: and physical agents- to
whi er.· he: has been· exposed~. The. physi ca1 exam- is .performed. by one
of several physicfans under contract: ·to. the· PHS. This physician
reviews: the:.results- of the physical exam-as well as. the clinical
laboratory data. (A complete· blood count, chemistry panel,.
audi·ometry, and EKG are, done· on a11 employees.. At· the descreti on·
of· the' examining-· physician-, a tuberculin--'.skin test Or': chest X-ray·
may be_, performed. on· selected: individuals.)- The- employee-- is
informed of· any abnorma1i tes in lab· tests or physical findings-. If
the examining· physician-- feels any abnormal findings- may be the
result- of occupational exposure·,, the· records for· that examinee are·
sent" to a designated NIOSH physician and this--NIOSH· physician
· fo 11 ows: up· on· these:, results. at his- discretion·...
·In·- the: 1ast two.·years --several potentially serious .accidents .have
occurred at· the Ta,ft faciliti.es. - Several employees were ··exposed to··
possibly excessive· levels of methyl bromide. After these exposures
occurred,. t~e-·potential healttr consequences- of-the, exposures were
unclear- and. several days were:· required: to deci-de, on the. proper
cours:e· of: medica1:-.evah1cLtiorr for- the exposed workers.· In early
1981,..two:,~individuals. who, work: in, tha animal care,·wing suffered ·
monkey, _bite: wounds-. to' the, hand•.. Like human' bite·wounds to the
hand,. monkey bite' wounds-. are :i ikely to.' become, _i.hfected~ · Both
wouririis. were: cleaned: and· dressed_ at the-. Taft c:li n-i c, but- when these
.employees were seen, by the.fr. personal physicans one to two days
following, their- -fnj_urtes, serious infection· was present in their, wounds;. · Both· injured-employees required several months of·
treatment and one employee requ.ired partial amputation of a. fingere
0

Animal care ·personnei have- been· reported to be at increased risk of
developing allergic: reactions to animal. dander and animal excreta..
None. of· the eight ani ma.1 care- workers interviewed reported
·
presently: experiencing work associated· allergic- symptoms, but there
were severaL.scientists who used rats·.·in··their-research who, di.d
.
.· ·have·· respir'atory allergies· to rats·. _· Animal care 'personnel al so may
acquire systemic· infections from the laboratory animals .. Primates,
especially, may harbor infectious agents such as tuberculosis or
certa.in viruses that" can be pathogenic to humans., Because of this
risk of infection, serum samples from each animal husbandry
employee were. obtained. in the Spring of 1981, so that should an
illness occur and an elevated antibody titer to certain viral or
bacteria1 agents be found, it could be detenni ned· if the high
antibody titer was a recent development.. While all current ·
employees had a serum sample sent to CDC for storage, there is no
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mechanism at present.to assure that new employees will have such a
reference sample drawn or that samples wfll be .obtained from
current employees on a periodic basis.
In order to evaluate the.recordkeeping proceedures·employed in the
medjcal monitoring program, 50 medical charts, chosen at· random,
were briefly reviewed. No findings· that· suggested adverse health
-effects. from occupational exposures were noted beyond several
occupational inJuries and the above-noted respiratory allergies,
methyl -bromide inhalations, and monkey bite wounds.
To lessen·· the· danger of primate-borne tuberculosis,. the Taft ·

primates receive a TBC skin test every three months·. The CDC Lab
Safety manual recommends that, as a further- precaution for the
animal care-personnel, workers handling primates receive TBC skin
tests every six- months, but the clinic medical records did not
contain recent (within one year} results of TBC. skin tests or chest.
X-rays on· the majority of- the animal care personel. CDC also
recommends that. animal care workers be kept currently· immunized. against tetanus but the- current tetanus immunization status of many
of- the anima1 care e~pl oyees could not be- determined from the ·
clini"c- records. and several of these-employees could not recall when,
-their last tetanus-booster was received.
·At the. present time, the PHS: Health Services· Administration· Medical

Clinic.. at Taft- provide$ _adequate occupational . heal th care for the·
Taft NIOSH employees working in the D·ivisio-ns- o~her than DBBS,
since: these. empl oyee_s do not· work directly with hazardous
substances.
physi ca1 agents. However-~ -the 6ccupati ona l hea1th
program·for ·the OBBS employees.could be improved if an occupational
physician~ familiar with the work practices and occupati ona1
exposures, of the DBBS employees, was designated to act as a
consultant to the DBBS Safety Committeea

or

With some types of occupational exposure, it is possible that the
· general .annual exam may not be .of sufficient frequency and/ or may
not contain clinical tests that are especially appropriate for
employees. conducting research projects entailing exposure to
certain agents.· Thus, it is important that, ·during the planning
phase of· new projects, the DBBS Safety Connnitte, working in
conjunctfon with the medical consultant, determine if specialized·
medical· surveillance is appropriate for the employees to be engaged
in the new project. A similar review.for existing projects should
be·conducted regarding medi'cal surveillance and the potential need
for special medical evaluation or treatment should acute chemical
exposures· or physical i.njuries occur. Special attention should be
given· to· the occupational groups with exposures entailing unusual
hazards- (eg. anima·l care workers, benzene exposed workers, laser
research·workers, etc.) and recommendations should be made with
respect to the evaluation and treatment of employees who experience
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. acute taxi c chemical i nhal ati ans or suffer· occupa ti ona l inJ uri es
with a special danger of infection such as hand wounds from monkey
bites •.

VII..

RECOMMENDATIONS
A... Administrative
1.

Establish· a workable Hazardous Materials Management Program
covering procurement,. custody, handling, emergencies, and
waste. d,i sposal procedures ...

2...

Establish a routine survei 11 ance system for ongoing review of
project safety plans and periodic inspection of custody
·
inventories~ personal exposures, and ventilation controls.

3·.,

Esta.bl i sh a formal respi rater protection program to ensure·
that all of the-. requirements· of OSHA 1910.134 are- fully met
for· selection,. training:11 fit testing, maintenance, and storage.

4.

Implement. the: recommendation of the CDC contractor's, waste
disposal study.. Priority should be. given to replacement of
the incinerator•.

5.

·The need for additional on... the-shelf backup materials for the
spin kits should- be- reviewed. There should be sufficient
materi a 1 on· hand to meet: any forseeab 1e need without
depleeting the supply. Personnel should be- trained in use of
the· kits and: familiarized with kit instructions ..·

5~

The: radiation monitoring· instruments should be· serviced and
k:ept. in current. ca 1i brati on~

7 e,.

Whenever the services of NIOSH employees are called upon to
perform· in-house· environmental evaluations for occupational
health purposes, their findings should. be fonnally documented
in a. reporto There·· were a number· of instances where it was
reported that evaluations had been made, but no written
reports. were.· readily availab 1e to document the positive or
negative. fi ndi ngse- These included the finding of a hydrazine
and nitrosamine survey in· the boiler room, Room 8=19, Room
B-05, and. the· fourth- floor of Taft Labs·, the RF survey of the
Low,Temperature- Asher· in· B-42, the X-ray survey of the
Transmission Electron Microscope in Room B-44, the ozone
measurements 1n the Sun Lab 315, and the swipe samples taken
to check for· work-. area contamination in Room B23 and 25.
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B..

Ventilation
1 •.

Estab.lish··a:Fume, Hood Surve-illance· system similar to. that used
in· the· EPA program including the...engineering specifications,
and.. desfgn· criteria. f'or each system-. Post the· maximum·
permissible interim operating height. using an official label
similar to· the EPA· certification·.:
·

.2.

Contract an· engineering. study of· the, overall venti lat.ion
system to· update. the. venti'lation blueprints and. determine a
course of· action· to provide' a, halanced and functional
laboratory ventilation· system-.

3..

Correct: the- numerous: fume· hood· deficiencies· as detai.led and
discussed in the. Appendix 2, some,_of which are.· highlighted
throughout this report.

4...

Install gauges to monitor the- performance of each hood on a
daily basis.

5..

The,·Tissue Preparation Room· (B-2.) ·Auto TechnicQn ti.ssue·
preparation unit. exhaust:· port should be, correctly vented and·
the atmosphere tested· periodfcally for adequacy of- vapor
controls·.
·

6..

Provide-- enclos·ure·. for .the animal cage· exhaust canopy in
· rsotope·· Metabo.1 i sm Lab, Room•·B;.,23~ -.
0

7...

Provide: app.ropriate, 'animal cage venturi exhaust· discharge
connections to. the exhaust: plenum:: in the.- Cutaneous Hazards Lab
Room .B-19.. Also. adjust hood flow rates and repair and adjust
baffles to obtain even fl ow.. patterns.. .Then check the ·
flammable storage cabinetfor negative air pressure ..

C... · Rooms e,..2 and B-4
1..

Provide a means; of- lessening· formaldehyde fumes during the
emptying of containers fn sinks... A funnel ·directly to the
drai-n could. reduce the· splash· and· wetted surface- areas.. The .
workers should.continue- to use: care in pouring and provide
ampie water· to flush the- residual ·from the· sink. Similar work
practices ·should be encouraged in the. autopsy activity.

2o

Ensure that user of the Tissue Preperation Hood and Autopsy
Downdraft Tables are· instructed an the proper damper
adjustment to achieve the optimum: control from the system
where needed.

3.

In addition to the· recommendations above it is· necessary to
.continue- a periodic monitoring of the exposures and controls
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in· these Autopsy and Tissue: Preparati.on facilities to assure
that the lowest fea'sible criteria is being meet;. It would be
prudent to make measurements under the· various exposure
conditions,. such as primate sacrifices, which might alter the.
exposure levels.
·. D.

Room 309 and Room 315
The Optical Radiation Laboratory appeared to be less than optimum·
for use of a, LASER system.. There, is an apparent need for- improved
storage· and a. dedicated radi atfon range with proper surface
treatments, warning devices, inter.locks, and other engineering
controls as: outlined in Section VIeE.15 of this report and detailed:
in ANSI standard. for· the safe use of lasers (Z136el - 1980)0,
The Sun Lab animal exposure· chamber- shou 1d be. modified to. assure· ·
positive control of workers eye exposures during. cage handling ·
procedures.,..

EQ

Occupational Health Program
An occupational physician should be designated to act as consultant
to the DBBSSafety Committee. The commi-ttee, in conjunction with
this medical consultant should review present· policies and
procedures concerning the DBBS., occupati anal heal th program: and.
·establish cl ear written pol i ci e·s regarding_ the medical surveillance,
. and innnuni zati on requirements for DBBS employeeso Speci a 1
attention should be given, to the. occupational groups with exposures
entailing·unusual h·azards {e-g. anima~ care workers, benzene exposed·
workers, laser research workers, etc.) and recommendati ans" should
be made with respect to the evaluation· and. treatment of employees:
whoexper,ence acute toxic chemical inhalations or suffer
occupational inj urfes with a speci a 1 danger of infection such· as
hand wounds from monkey bites ..
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TABLE I
RESULTS OF AIR SAMPLES FOR FORMALDEHYDE, XYLENE, AND ETHANOL
ROBERT A~ TAFT LABORATORY AUTOPSY (8-2) AND-TUSSUE PREPARATION ROOMS (B-4)
CINCINNATI, OHIO.
HETA 81-180
JUNE 11, .1981

·ROOMID

JOB
CLASSIFICATION

DISECTING
DISECTING
RECORDER
WEIGHING
SECTIONING
HEMATOLOGY· TECH
HISTOLOGY-TECH ..
TPR HISTOLOGY TECH.
TPR BIOLOGY TECH·.
TPR - BIOLOGY TECH.

AUT
AUT
AUT
AUT
AUT
AUT
TPR

SAMPLE . PERIOD
START
STOP
8:39a.m.
8:41a.m.
8:42a.m.
8:43a.m.
9:05a.m~
8:44a.m~
8.:59a.m•.
8: 60a. m.
9:lOa.m..
9:lOa.m.

VOL.

TI,

12:40p-.m. 110 .. 9
12:20p.m.
98 .. 6
12:36p~m. 100-.6
12:22p.. m•.
92 •.0
12:25p.. m...
88.0
10:00a.m.
32o7
-4:20p.m;. - 88 .. 2
4:20p.m.
79.2
5:30p.m.
95.0
5:30p.m..,
95.0

FORMALDEHYDE XYLENE
mg7iii3
mg/iii!
0.. 11 0.09
0.13
- 0.18
0.08
0.18
n/s
Oo43
n/s
Oo57

EVALUATION-CRITERIA:

NIOSH

-TWA

LFL

-Ceiling
(sample period)
ACGIH

-TLV
-STEL--TLV

OSHA-PEL

-TWA
-Ceiling
-Peak
(peak period authorized)

~OTES: SEE TABLE 1 NOTES CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE.
~UT
rPR
1/s
~/A

(B-2).
- Tissue Preparation Room (B-4).
- not· sapmled for
- No criteria exists or it is not applicable
-Autopsy Room

(a)

(b)

0.. 57

1..9

0.. 21

2.l

0.006
0.01
mg/spl mg/spl

LIMITS OF DETECTION::
(units per sample)

N/A

N/A
C

ETHANOL SAMPLE
ROTt'.S
mg/iii3

0.01
mg/spl

435... 0

N/A

870.0
lO(minl

N/A
N/A

3.. 0(e- S 435.0 1900.
S 655.0
N/A
N/A

3.6
6.0
12.0

30(min)

435.0
N/A
Ni'A
N/A

1900..
N/A
N/A
N/A

( d)--

NOTES: TABLE 1 CONTINUED HE 81-180
a)

b)

d)

e}
C

s

A2
ACGIH

Ti.v•STEL.

TWA

CEILING

PEAK.
LFL

This. pump, had a: low.- flow light indication·. Possibly due, to the- tendency of workers- to
ocasi onaly· 1ean-· back· against the wall behind them.. Not expected to be a si gnffi cant
· period of flow-restriction.
·
Thi"s:worker's sample hose was disconnected from the pump for what is believed to be
1ess. than 10 minutes•.
More than· 301 of· the· ethanol was -in- the-· backup. section of the tube ..
1981 i:ntended change· to A2 classification.
·
Designates a ceiling· value, not to be- exceeded. at any time.
Skin annotation - sub_stance toxic. through- skin...
Industrial substance ·suspect of carcinogenic potential for man ..
American. Conference· of Governmental Industrial Hygienists-..
Threshold .Limit. Values for Chemical Substances· and Peysical Agents in the· Workroonr
Environment with, Intended Changes.
..
Short~· Term Exposure -Limi·t -· the maximal concentration to which workers can. be- exposed
·for a period up to 15: minutes· continuously, provided that no more than four- excursions
-. per- day are permitted, with·· at· least 60· minutes. between exposures •.
For ACGIH AND OSHA- T_he· time-weighted·: average conc_entration for a. normal 8-hour workday
and a 40-hour workweek. to which nearly all worker:s-. may be, repeatedly exposed, day after
day;. without·. adverse- effect•.
For NIOSH- The time-wef ghted- average concentration- for a normal work period up to 10·
hours per- day and a- 40-hour workweek to whf ch nearly- a 11 workers may .be repeatedly
exposed, day after day, without- adverse·- effect~
· For· ACGIH · - The· concentration that· should not be exceeded even instantaneously o
For OSHA - The permissible ceiling·for· an 8-hourday.
For_ NIOSH- The concentr.ation that should not be exceeded at· any time and that should be
neasured ·over a- specified short-term samp 1i ng period...
OSHA acceptable maximum peak above the ceiling for a specified maximum duration.
_For NIOSH--Lowest· Feasible· Limit - since. it: has not been shown that· safe, levels· of
carcinogens- exist, but risk is reduc_ed if· exposure- is· reduced..
0•

TABLE 2
RESULTS OF AIR SAMPLES FOR HEXANE, BENZENE,
NIOSH·TAFT LABORATORIES ROOM 304
CLINICAL CHEMISTRY LABORATORY
CINCINNATI, OHIO
HETA-81-180

&ACETONE

SEPTEMBER 10, 198t·
LOCATION /
JOB CLASSIFICATION

SAMPL~ PERI OD
START
STOP.

VOL

m

HEXANE
mg/Jn!

BENZENE

mg/in3

ACETONE

mgJm3

(The morningmeasurements·are, during a simulated.MOCA column cleanup_procedure.)
AREA center desk
9·:21a.m. 10:SOa.m.
9.J9
<l.O
<0.102.
AREA center desk
9:21a.m. 10:SOa.m..
· 10. 76
<0.93
0.092
· AREA corner desk.
9:22a.m.,. 10:Soa.m.
10.03 <r.mr
Oo099
AREA corner desk
9:22a.mo, 10:SOa.m..
10.56
<0.95
0.094AREA (hood sash)
9:24a.m~ 10:Soa.m..
9.46. <I:r
0.528
AREA (hood sash)
9:24a.. m•. 10:SOa.m;,
8.60
<1.2·
0.465
PB! Lab worker·
9:20a·.m.,. 1o:Soa.m..
J.'BT
2.. 58
· PBZ-Lab Worker
9:20a.m. 10:.SOa.m..
3..78
2.6
2.64,
PBZ Lab Worker
9~20a·.,mc 10:SOa.m.
9•.90
4.0
2·.72

n

(The: afternoon· data is. for· the simulated glass cleaning procedure.)
AREA center desk
1:05p·.,nr.. 2:20p.m~
a.2s·
<1.2.
0.,121
<3 .. 6
AREA center· desk
l:05p.,m.;. 2:20p.m.
a.2s·
<l.2 ·
<0.121
<3.6
AREA corner desk
1:oSp.mo 2:20p.,m..
T:7fr <r.!
<0 ..129
<!3
<3.5
AREA corner· desk
l:08p~m•. 2:20p.m..
8.49·
<1.2
0.117
· AREA (hood sasfr>
1:08p.. m.- 2:20p,;m..
8.7tf <r:T
0.341
3.4
AREA (hood.sash)
l:08p·.m~ 2:20p.ni.
3.02
<3 .3 ·
0.331
9.9
· PBZ Lab Worker·
1:o6p.. m.. 2:2op·;.m~.
'2:3' <CT
OA44 !Dr
PBZ Lab Worker
l.:.05p.. m.,. 2:20p·.m...
3.00 · <3 •.3·
0.666:
10.0
PBZ Lab Worker
l:05po-nt&.. 2·:20p .. m...
7 o.50
<t.3
0.666
4.0

a.or

· ANALYTICAL LIMITS OF DETECTION:
(units per.sample)·
-EVALUATION

.

NIOSH

ACGIH

mg/spl

0.001
mg/spl

0.03
nig/spl

CRITERIA:~Ceiling
(sampl~ period)
-STEL-TLV

1800.
3.2(LFL)
15(min) 60(min1

N/A
N/A
2375.

• NOTES:

<
ACGIH STEL

:' CEILING
PEAK

LFL

LESS' THAN-These· samples were. below the detection limit and therefore
airborne, levels. i f present at all were less than the level shown.
American· Conference of Governmental Industrial Hygienists. Short Term
Exposure Limit - the· maximal concentration to which workers can be
exposed for a period up to 15 minutes continuously, provided that no more
than- four excursions per- day are. permitted, •.vith at least 60 minutes
between· exposures. The TWA,TLV must not be exceeded. This criteria is
not to be used as a·design criteria.
For NIOSH- The concentration that should not be exceeded at any time and
that should be· measured over a specified short-term sampling period.
OSHA acceptable maximum peak above the ceiling for a specified maximum
duration •.
For·NIOSH-Lowest Feasible Limit - since it has not been shown that safe
levels of carcinogens exist, but risk is reduced if exposure is reduced.

APPENDIX 1.
EXPOSURE. CRITERIA AND HEALTH EFFECTS
HETA 81-180
ROBERT A TAFT LABORATORIES
CINCINNATI,. OHIO
FEBRUARY 1982
This appendix is a brief overview, of the principles and practices used by
Industrial Hygienists: and other qualified Occupational Health Professionals in
applying exposure criteria.. For· a full understanding of any criteria, it is
necessary to refer to the documentation used. in malcing the criteria
reconmendati on ..
There'.are· thousands· of chemical and physical hazards in the workplaca for
which there are. little:· or no i nforma.ti on upon which to base a hea1th effects·
exposure limit. There are.- a few; hundred that have been sufficiently
documented to be-published by one. or more professional groups or government
· agencies. Two of the most widely recognized are the. American Conference of
Governmental Industrial Hygienists list of Threshold Limit Valuf;!s (11.VsR)
and the National Institute for Occupational Safety and He.al th (NIOSH)
Recomended.. Standards. for Occupational Exposure. The Occupational Safety- and
Healtit Adm1:iistration has promulgated a. number· of Permissible- Exposure Limits.
(PElsJ which,. for· the most par:t, were adopted from the. 1968 TLV professional
guides. and are now standards. Wherr available, all three- of· the above have
been· provided .. in t_hese:·tables. The par~icular guide of choice. depends on its
intended use: and limitations..
· ·
There, are, several general statements that can be made regarding: the ori.gin11
limitations·,. and. application of most of the exposure limit criteria:
Exposure criteria for chemical contaminants are given in units of airborne
concentrations which i~ primarily related to toxic inhalation hazards ..
However, they may also be annotated as toxic· by entry through the_ skin.
This annotation warns of the need for precautions to avoid skin absorption
which would invalidate the airborne exposure limit. Similarly in general
there, :fs, a need to ensure that toxic exposures·through ingestion are
. controlled by good personal hygiene, food handling'.t and contamination
control.
These criteria are based on the best available information from industrial
experience, from experimental human and ani111al studies, and when possible
.from a combination of all three. The basis on which the values are
established may differ, from substance to substance; protection against
immediate impairment of health may be a guiding factor for some, whereas
reasonable freedom from irritation, narcosis, nuisance or other forms of
stress which could result in health effects may form the basis for others.
The amount and nature of the information available varies from substance
to substance. Consequently, the precision of the estimated criteria is

also subject to variation· and. the·latest documentation· should be consulted
in order to assess the extent· of the data available for a: given substance.
The· criteria. represent exposure· conditions under- which it· is believed that·
nearly- all workers may be, repeatedly exposed for five eight. hour days a
week for- a- working: lifetime- with out adverse:- effect. Because of a wi d~
variation·· in' individual susceptibility, a· smal 1 percentage of workers may
experience discomfort. from some. substances at concentrati ans. at. or below,
the· exposure limit;·· a:: smaller- percentage. may be effected more seriously by
aggravation· or a: pre-existing condition or by: development of an
occupational illness.. In· spite, of the fact- that serious injury is not.
believed· likely as a. result of exposures to the exposure limit
concentrati ans, the best practice is to maintain· concentrati ans. of a11
atmospheric contaminants. as low as. is practi ca 1 •
These criteria are for single-substance exposures and specified work
schedules.. Exposures to a combination OT chemicals under a variety of
physical conditions and work schedules requires adjustment of these
criteria based on sound. knowledge· and profesional judgment-.. This
adjustment is more- difficult when some- of the exposures are to chemicals
of unknown or poorly documented. toxicity. These uncertainties ~dd. to the
need: to minimize exposure, to atmospheric contaminants.
Threshold Limit Values for mixtures. are· addressed by· the; ACGIH as. follows,;
"When two or· more hazardous substances are present,. their combined effect
rather·than tha.t of either· individually, would.be· given-primary
consideration·. In- the, absence of.. information· to the· contrary, the· effects
of the different hazards. should be considered as additive ••• " It is also
possible to have. other effects-from: combined exposures· such as synergisticaction or potenti ati one A synergistic: effect. is· a· combined taxi city,
greater· than that: expected fronr the two, si ngl _e· toxi c.i ti es. added together.
A potentiation effect·is one·which· increases the toxic effect· of a toxic
haz;ard;. potenti ati ve and. synergistic- agents are not necessarily harmful by
themselvese Potentiation· effects are often caused. by- exposures other than
inhalations- e ... go. imbibed alcohol and inhaled narcotic; (trichloroethylene) ....
Carci nogens 5 teratogens,. and mutagens must be- treated cautiously si nee
unlike other- toxicants the, effect is a potentially serious- disease,
· irrespective:- of the- exposure which· caused it... However, the. exposure level
does appear to have a direct relationship on the likelihood of having
·these effects·.. Therefore: to minimize- the risk, it is prudent to minimize
the exposure.
There are three catagories of airborne exposure limits: the Time·Weighted
Average (TWA), the Short-Term Exposure; Limit (STEL), and the Ceiling Limit· (C).
The TWA is· a calculated. average exposure level for a- specified period,.
typically eight to ten· hours per day and fourty· hours· per- week.. TWA• s
permit exposures above. the limit provided they are compensated by
· equivalent excursions below the limit during the work period•. There is a
limit to the excursions that. are permissible above the listed values.
This limit is based on guidelines which take into account such factors as
acute toxicity at higher· concentrations, whether the effects are

~1

cumulative, the frequency of occurrence of peaks and their duration. All
factors must be- considered in making a judgment as to whether a hazardous
condition exists~
The STEL is the maximal concentration to· which a worker can· be exposed for·
a period up to 15 minutes without. suffering from 1) irritati'on, 2) chronic
or irreversible. tissue change, 3) narcosis of sufficient degree to
·
increase acc.ident· proneness,. impair self-rescue, or materially reduce work
efficiency, provided. that. no·more than four· excursions per day are
permitted,. with at least sixty minutes between exposure periods·, and.
provided: that the TWA-TLV is al so not exceeded. The STEL should not be
used as a: design cri teri ao
The Ceiling:Limit (C) is the concentration that should·not be exceeded
even instantaneously. The STEL is also to be. considere.d a ceii.ing limito.
OSHA.'s Accepted Maximal Peak above the eight hour TWA specifies the
applicable maximum duration for· each substance so treateda
NIOSH Ceiling· limits specify the. short-term sampling period requi.red for
comonly available monitoring methods to detect the ceiling limito This
does not represent acceptance. of a TWA excursion above: the ceiling/peak
exposure li mi to
When referring to the following tables of criteria. and:. effects, it· is
necessary to keep the· principles and practices discussed above in :nind. To
·-i nte~pret or apply these numbers .to any parti cu.la r set of envi ronmenta 1
- condf.tions, the· advice· and council of a qualified occupational health
professi anal is; necessary~

/

TABLE l OF APPENDIX l
ENVIRONMENTAL CRITERIA AND PRINCIPAL HEALTH EFFECTS FOR AIRBORNE CONTAMINANTS
[Please note:this table 1s not to be·duplicated wjthout Appendix 1 text.]
JANUARY 1982
UNITS ARE GIVEN IN BOTH: PARTS -PER MILLION PARTS OF AIR BY VOLUME (ppm) / AND THE EQUIVALENT/ MILLIGRAMS PER CUBIC METER OF AIR (mg/~l
ACGIH (TLV)
OSHA (PEL)
NIOSH
P!U~CIPAL HEALTH EFF~CTS
COMPOUNDS
TWA
STEL
TWA
CEILING
PEAK
TWA
CEILING
TARGET ORGA~S
AIJD
[ppm]
[ppm]
LppmJ
Lppm]
[ppmJ
AND
LppmJ
LppmJ
~3 ~3
(SYNONYMS)
mg/m3 ~ 3 .. lhg/m3 ~ 3 ~ 3
[REFERENCES]
NOTES
Benzene C6H12
(SY~: Coal Tar Naphtha)

A2[ 10.0] A2[25.0] L 10.0] [ 25.0] L** 50.0~ ---- ---- L !.OJ LEUKEMIA t~IOSH CRITERIA] eff~cts bloo~, bone~,
A2 30.0 A2 75.0
30.0
75.0
150.0 ---- ---*3.2 c~s. eyes; respiratory system.

== ==

== == == == ==- ==-==-==

**10'
*60'

Ethyl Alcohol
.
r1umr.1JJ
r-rot>tf.lJJ
H1ld eye and nose irrftatfon, headache drowsy, - - - (SYN:Ethanol ,Grain Alcohol 1900
---- ---- 1900
---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---,-· ---- iremors.~ fatigue. (SYNERGISTIC)
· ·
Fonna 1dehyde
(SYN: Formalin)

~--=-::::=-~:or r-s:or [** 10101
I A2
---- ---3.6
6.0 ** 12.0

n-Hexane
(SYI~: Hexy1 hydrf de I

1[o0:11T
rstro:nr
f[OO".crr 1i[5Itl:CJr POLYNEUROPATHY-rntosR CRITERIA ALKANES] Lt.head a 180.0 ---- ---- 1,800.0 ---- ---- ---- ---- 360.0 * 1,800 ,gfd<IY,nausea,headache, irr; eyes.nose, skin,

==-:=:-

== == == ==

LFL

LFL

---- :--- SUSPECT CARCINOGEN-[CURENrIITTITEGENCE BULLETIN -.- 'H30' .
---- --- No.34] ~ye, skin, and respiratory irritant;
~

==-= ==- ==- ==- ---- ---- ---- ----

Hexane (Other than normal) il 500.0] 1(1000.0] ---- ---Effects s~fn, eyes and nose causing Ughthead
I SYN :HexYl hydride I
I 1800.0 13600.0 ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- , gi d<IY ,nausea, headache, frr; eyes,nose, skin.
Xylene(o-,m-,p-isomers)
(SY~: Xylol)

==

==:-:::=: [ 100]
[ •loo.OJ L f150.0J l 100.0] =::435.o · 655.o · 43~.o· ---- ---- ---- ---- , 435.o

[ **200] Centr~1 Nervous System, GI tract, blood, liver, -

·••a70.0 ~fdneys,& skfn.

Dizzy~ Stagger, naqsea, vomft

~

t*lO'

-- -- -- -- ---- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - NOTES:
(*, **)

I
C

A2
ACGIH
TLVII
STEL
T.WA
CEILING
PEAK

notes in right column· for eac~ entry.
indicates that the following value 1s a propose<! reyh1,on to ~h~ TLVs,
Desfgnates a ceiling value not to be exceeded at any Ume. ·
Industrial substance suspect of carcinogenic potential for man.
Amerfcan Conference of Governmental Industrfal Hygfenfsts.
Threshol.<1 Lfmft Values for Chemical Substances and Physical Agents 1n the Workroom ~nv1ronment ~ft~ Intended Cha119es.
Short Term Exposure ~fmft) - the maximal concentratfon tQ whfch ~orkers_can be ~xposed for~ perfo~ up to 15 mfnutes contfnuously, provided
.
that no more than four excursions per day are permftted,· ·1;1Hh !!t least 60 minutes betw~en exposures. ·
For ACGIH AND OSHA- The time-weighted average concentratfon for a normal 8-hour workday and a 40-hour ~ork~eek to ~hfch nearly ~11 ~or~ers may
be repeatedly exposed, day after day, wfthout adverse effect.
·
·
· .
·
For NIOSH- The tfme-we1ghted average concentration for~ normal work perfod up to 10-hours per day and~ 40-hour workweek to ~hich nearly all
workers may be repeatedly exposed, day after day, without adverse effect.
,
For ACGIH - The concentration that should not be exceeded even instantaneously •. , ..
For OSHA - The permissible ce11fng for an 8-hour day.
·
For NIOSH- The concentration that should not be exceeded at any time and that should b~-measured over a specfffed short-t~rm samplfng perfod,
OSHA acceptable maxin.u:n peak above the ceflfng f!lr a specff1e~ maxfmum duration. ·
· ·
·
·

APPENDIX 2
HETA 81-180
LOCAL EXHAUST PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
ROBERT A. TAFT LABORATORIES
SEPTEMBER 1981

The assessment of- 1ocal exhau·st performance in this appendix is based on the
Laboratory Fume, Hood Standards·, Recommended. ·for .the:· U.s. Envi ronmenta 1
Protection· Agency., They were· reported in January 1978 by R. I. Chamberlin and
J-.E•. Leahy. under· EPA C-ontract No •. 68-01.-4661. The·· app 1i cation of this
laboratory fume:- haod standard is outlined briefly in the executive surmnary
included here. from that report".
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The laboratory· fume, hood. if- designed, installed, operated, and maintained
properly will provide- personnel with a high degree of-protection-and allow the
user· to work with· a: wide- range, of potentially hazardous materials •
.The: design. of the:· basic- laboratory hood and its capabi 1i ty to pro vi de desired
control can be evaluated by existing performance testing procedures.
Assurance that the equipment can· meet such criteria is essential.
Hood· performance is a function of airflow characteristics as well as
quanti.ty. Not.enough-emphasis has been placed on these characteristics and
too much emphasis has tradi ti onally been p1aced on quantity Extern a1 factors
have- a great effec.t on hood. performancee Of these, hood location and room'· air·
turbulence· from any· number of sources are of prjme concern. Where. such
condi-ti ons· exist, they should be- corrected as the first step in any program to
up-grade laboratory· hood per.formanceo
D

Th~ manner in·which make-up air is provided is very importanto This air
should reach the hood face in a manner that enhances overall hood
performance•. It should "fill-in" the· low.-pressure· area in front of the
· operator without causing other adverse .turbulent conditions.
The. control velocities- required at the. hood face range from 80 FPM for ideal
· laboratory situations' to ·100 FPM ·ror. good arrangements.: These flow rates: wi"ll
pro.vtde. the worker' protection desired for· any operations that should, be
performed in· this· type· of: equi.pme·nt. Flows. lower· than those proposed do not.
provide the,· safety factors· desired for .normal conditions such as operator
movementa Higher flows. than- those· proposed are not required for II good 11 •
laboratory arrangements and do not improve- performance for 11 poor 11 arrangements.,.
11

Idea1 11 · (1)

(2)
(3)

(4)

11

Good 11

(1)
(2)
(3)

11

Poor 11

Excellent'"location;, end of room or bay, no door or window
problems.
Essentially no pedestrian traffic, other than hood operator.
All of the required laboratory hood make-up air, drawn or
induced·,. so as to enhance overa 11 hood performance o For
example, a proper·ly designed and located perforated ceiling
section or well-designed auxiliary air-type hood plenum.,
No other grilles or diffusers exist that produce air at
measurable velocities in the hood area.
Good location, no door or window problems, and not on a main
aisle.
Minimum traffic other than hood operator.
Have air supplied to lab so velocity from diffusers or grilles
does not exceed 25 FPM in vicinity of hood.
Where any one or more of the con di ti ans noted above are not met.

Tests indicate that hood system designs which incorporate true control of the
air in the area in front of the hood operator are safer than conventional
exhaust hoods.

This appendix provi-des a one page sunnnary of each 1aboratory hood eva 1uati on
based on criteria, similar to the EPA criteria.. It also includes comments on
other local exhaust systems and, the general air balance of the rooms- wit:,,
respect'to the. hallway'.. Each assessment is patterned after the EPA method
with modifications.
The face· velocity measurements are shown for fi.l lly oper:i sash and· for the· sash
. lowered to six inches from the working surface, for· each vertical sash hood.
The basis· of· assessing adequacy of performance is. included. for each case. , The
average· face. velocity and total flow- volumes are calculated. In the case of
!"deal or, Good environmental factors and: fu.lly open sash the. average· face
velocity. should. be between 80 and 100. FPM and the· measured velocities should
not vary more than 10 FPM from the average·. The· ve.l ociti es measured w';th the
sash· at a height of 6 inches ·should be. at least twice but· not more than 3
times: tha measurements. taken with the sash fully, open ..
The· room rating.is based on the· quality of the room environment. It is judged.
primarily upon the· amount. of cross draft found with· the hood closed. The EPA
method called for measurements. of ambient air currents in the hood face with
. the. hood. off., Most. of the Taft Lab hoods are not shut. off,. therefore
measurements:. of ambient air- curents were taken- with the hood sash closed in a
pl ane· lateral to. the face and, approximately 3 inches out from it. There is of
course· a· direct relationship between the. location of- the hood- in the room and
the- cross-draft effect from room air registers and doors.. Therefore two hoods
in the same· room· can· have· different room ratings..
The, suitability of the hood: location is judged on the basfs of pedestrian.
traffic. patterns around the'· hood~ This evaluation is independent. of the room
rating discussed; above.
The. Titanium Tetrachloride- flow pattern observations were. taken by .slowly

drawfng. the· smoke. tube· across the· face: about: four· inches· inside. the hood, and
at' various. levels to observe the.. currents and eddfes:. · This provides .a more
comp] ete. representation Of' the hood' S fl OW· patterns· and· capture effecti Veness.
The EPA protocol al.so calls for a one...mi nute smoke bomb discharge to,measure
the effectiveness: of smoke· removal with the· sash fully raised, at six 'inches,.
and closed°" This test was considered to·be too time consuming to be. applied
to the 28 hoods evaluated in· this Hazard Evaluation·.
The. EPA requires considerable documentation on each system such as; fan size,
number of belts, static pres-sures,. filters, work surfaces, controls, l'ighting,
slots;. bypass, etc. This information should be readily available to the
facilities·engineer, to ass.1st irr performance· checks, however,. i t is beyond the
scope· of this survey to·· pro vi de such extensive documentation.. An examp 1e of
the· Hood Card File is provided as· Figure 1 of this· appendix.·
The absence of- bypasses. on most··of.. the Taft Lab .hoods should· be recognized as·
a genera 1 defi ci'ency which wf l1 not be commented on ·for· each location. The
excess.ivelY. high face- ve.locities measured. at the- 6-inch sash height are
indicative of· the problem.. It is not practical to close these ·hoods.
Therefore, effectiveness. of. control during periods of nonuse is dependent on
the position the sash is left in and the interference in the room environment •
. Materials· used in ·the hoods should also be documented along with their
taxi city and control .requirements. This is a topic which wi 11 require
considerable inhouse effort to devise mechanisms to provide continuing
surve.illance. This survey fdentified only a fraction of the uses of each hood
and is · not intended to assess the overa11 adequacy of use for each procedure.

,-

The ventilation,performance, evaluation provided here is a starting point to
assess various- applications now- in use or- anticipated ·for use- 1-n various
hoods. In cases where, general performance· deficiencies- were: identifi.ed,_ they
are- commented: on-with· some-suggested approach to improve the performance.
rn addition to _the· Laboratory Hoods- there, are, a: number' of local exhaust hoods
which are· used for- vari.ous, specia.1 appHcations•. These- were• also discussed- on
the same page,. w-i th the· hood- f n· the comment secti on· 'for each room l ocati-on ..
The data is- present in order: of the room: numbers. If- more.- than one hood is in
a. room, it; is- identified by location· in· the room.
0

Maximum: sash- height· recommendations. are made for- most. of the! hoods. These
values. are based. on- face- velocity and smoke, tube- observations at the time .of
.the survey,, at: the. recommended.. height. The use:- of· these: work pract1 ce.
limitations· is: not considered. a correction for the deficient ratings in Hood
Location· and- Room Factors·. This·. level wilT provide· a minimum-- interim control
only- if the.· adverse..- environmenta.l factors are also controlled~ The ultimate
corrective- measures· should- include· provisions- for- all of' the. deficiencies. A
_few, examples of acceptable:- and unacceptable corrective- measures- follow.
0

1... Where: the, room- factor- is: poor- due to air discharge- in excess of: 25 fpm
across: the· hood· face,_ a: register· deflector may· provide an inexpensive
means- of correction..

2._ Where. _cross currents are- created· by, pedestrian- traffic-or-door· movements,
it may be, more- cost effective to- bui 1d a·· wa11 i sol ati ng the hood from
traffic: than· to: move: the'., hood.·
3.:. Where: one· of· two.. doors in· a. laboratory- is the cause of a poor·rating, it
is acceptable practice· to place, emergency egress only, hardware on.that
: · door-... This:- effectively- eliminates the poor· traffic· pattern rating:fn: many cases-... Signs al one, would. not be adequate- control or traffi ::-o ·- ·
¢.

Where- the- hood face velocities and smoke tube observations can be adjusted
to provide- acceptable-- interim· control, the- hood- should be posted with an
official NIOSH approval similar·to· the adhesive backed sticker used·by EPA
as: .shown· in· Figure: No·.. 2·. _

Su~rY finding~ for
T~ft Labprijtor1es fµme Hood Performance Ev~luatioo
by EPA fijf!le Hood Cr1terfa
September 1981

Room#

Hood Locat1011

8-04

Tissue Preparation

8-04**
8-04**
8-19
8-19
8-23
B-40
B-41
8-42
B-44
B-60
B-60
B-60
B-66
301
302
304
304
402
424
430
449

Left Exhaust Table
Right Exhaust Table
SW Corner
SE Corner
Next to ttie Door
Histology
Immuno Tax Lab
Hematology
Tech Svc Br
Hood on Left
Hood in Middle
Hood on Right
Training Eqt Rm
SW Co.rner
SE Corner
SE Corner
Far Corner
Outside Wall
Between Door &Afr
Far Corner
South Wall

Average
Room
Full O~en
Pressure FPM. CFM

NP

NP

NP

NP
NP
NP

pp

pp

pp
pp

NP
pp
pp
NP

NP
NP

92

1434

912
202
1536
340
240 2790
370 2674
(46) 435
·ag
1214
(56) 410
149 1274
(56) 414
80
637
628
78
79
6.32
(62) 496
(50)
409 ·
110
851
(34) 626
(20)
67
86
728
(60) 912
191 1379
.
(48) 762.
',

Face Velocitt Ana1ls1s
.Vc1rhtf on
(<tlQ FPM)
Ye!?
No
No
No
N,9
Y~s
No
No

No
NQ
Nq

No
No
No
No

No

No
No

NQ

Y~s
No

N.o

FPM

At 6'1

Cft1

Hood
Less TMn ~oom
3X (\vg. Factor ~ocatfon Smoke Tube
Vf:!1 oci ty Ratf 119 Ratiog Observation

(Horizontal
Yes
. · Sash) · ·
(No Sash)
Yes
(No Sash)
Yes
508 1313
Yes
'992
556
Yes
122
254
Yes
430 1164
No
225
365
No
1310
715
No
216
343
No
280
No
41a
318
543
No
529
310
No
266
455
No
273
449
No
463
752
No
182
655
No
76
71
No
335
~63
No
Broken Sash Ca~les
463
743
Yes
813
275
No

h:on~i nued)

G

G

St

G
G
UK
UK
G
~
p

G

s
s
s
u
u
u
u
s
u
s
u
s
.U
u
s
u
s
s
s
u

G

p
p
p
p
p
p
p
p
I

p

I
p

G
G
(i

Gtt

G
p

I

p
G
G
G
p

p
p
p

I
G
I

p

S~1TJJ1ary · ff nd1 n~$

.

~ ~

(continued)

. face Velocity Analysis
Room II
449

~ood ~ocatfon

West Wall, SW Corner
With Pbl. Ver, S~sh
452
South Wall
460
Pere~l ori C Acid
460
Center of Romn
461*** wan by Poor

Room
Pressure
. N.P

NP
NP
NP
NP

Average .
Full Oten

FPM

123

87

128
184
(37)
145

e.M

1134

1522
1008
~213
355
1978.

Variation
(<tlQ

fPM>

No
No
Ye$

~~~
No

At 611
CFM
FP~

(Half open)
?32 . 610
802
410
760 ?739
283
160
103
?66

H!JOd
Le~~ Than Room
3)( Avg~ factor Loc~tfo11 Smoke Tube
Velocf ty R~ting R~tfrrn Observ~ti on

Yes
Yes
No
No
yes

p
p
I

aQ

NP= ~oom under negative pressure w.r,t. hall~
PP= Room under posftive pressure w,r,t. hall.
S = Satisfactory
U = Unsatisfactory
P = P6or
·
G = Good
I = Ideal
UK= Unknown - cannot evaluate untfl excessive rates of exhaust ~re adjusted
t = This is true only when both sashes are placed in front of the opening and not both on one side.
tt = Requires strict observance of work practices. Door 1ocked and 1ower sash 1f necessary to open,
**=Not a hood - Lateral exhaust tables no sashes.
·
·
***=Not a standard hood configuration (Housing and Instrument).

p

p

l

~

p

u

s
s
s
s

HOOD FACE VELOCITY AND FLOW RATE CALCULATIONS.
Room: B-04

Location:: Tissue Preparation Lab.

NIOSH #10598

Type of- Hood:Standard_ Auxillary Air_Other:Lateral sliding sashs
Flow with sash full open.
Face Velocity Measurements

90

-100

90
90

830

Sub Total

90
9G

100
90
90

Number of data points

9

Avg-.. race Vel. (fpm)
. 92
(Under- ideal to good physical conditions. should be 80 - 100 fpm and. should not.
vary· more -than (+l 10 fpm from· the average •. )
Height. (avg ... ) =h (in ... ) 35.
Conversion sq feet
144.
Flow q= (CFM)
1,434Flow with, sash· at 6
Sub Total ---

Width =l (ino)
64.
Area =a (sq .. ft.) 15e5

in..

Measured Velocities (fpm), and their (Sum)
000
000
000
000 ~
N/A
Number of data points·

(Readings should be at- least 2 but not more than 3 times the velocity with the
sash fu·l ly raised... )
Avg. Vele, (fpm)
0
Width =· l ( same. as above)
Height· h=
· N/K
Conversion .to _sq ... ft.... 144Area a- =Tx h=( sq .. ft.,) · 0.. 0
Flow- q. = (CFM-l
0
OBSERVATIONS AND COMMENTS
· Titanium Tetrachloride, indication of flow. patterns at hood face:
Satisfactory X
·
Unsatisfactory
Describe; This was true only when
the- two slidfng sashs- were placed in front of the hood opening and not ·both on
the· same. side.
Room Rating:Good; Return· air· was-provided along· the full length of the walls
opposite. each of. the hoods.. It· entered at ceiling height (8~10 feet).
Hood.Location:Good; Theonly passing traffic is the technician using this hood.
Reconnnended Sash He.ight.: See Comments
Materials used in· hood:Formalin, Xylene-, Ethanol, Formic Aci-d, otherso
COMMENTS: These measurements reflect· the two horizontal sliding doors
· positioned one on· each half of the face. -The actual operating conditions
- observed were. with both· doors on the right side. and pushed beyond the· 1imi ts of
the· face.· This resulted in a much less desirable capture velocity pattern with
losses due to turbulence. in the lower left quadrant around. the Tecnicon®
instrument·.housed in this hood.

HOOD FACE VELOCITY AND, FLOW RATE CALCULATIONS.
Room: B-04

Locati-on: Two Lateral Exhaust Tables. along, the wall

.Type of hood:Standard_ Auxillary Air~Other:Two· exhaust tables with sashes
Left Exhaust Table.
Face Velocftl Measurements.

225

(c:lamper half. open)

266

185
1,215

Sub Total--:---

Io

210
220.
Number· of data· points

6

Avg. Face Vel.(fpm)
202
.
(Under i~eal to.good: physical conditions should be 80 -· 100 fpm and should··'not
. vary more than· (+) 10 fpm from· the average... )
·
Height =h {in.}
: Conversion sq. ft.
Flow =q (CFM}

11

144
912

Width =l (in.)
59
Area~ =a~ ( sq ... ft~-> 4·.,.5

Right Exhaust Table.
(damper· full open·}
Sub Tota T ---

Measured Velocities; (fpm) and their· (Sum)
335·
430
360
335
360
225
,· Number of·· data points: 6.
2,045

(Under ·ideal to. goo·d:. physical conditions· should. be 80. ·- 100 fpm and should not
vary more=- than ( +) 10, fpm- from-.the:· a-verage•.)
Avg. Vel •. {fpm} - · · 340. ·
He·i ght: h=
.
,r·
Width- =· 59
·Conversion to sq-. ft. 144
Area a =lx h=(sq·.. ft;,.) 4.5·
Flow q =· a X f {CFM} .19536
OBSERVATIONS AND COMMENTS.
Titanium Tetrachloride indication of flow· patterns at hood. face:
Sati sfacto·ry X
Unsatisfactory·
Descrf be; Even with considerable
air blockagefrom ciuttered table tops,the capture appeared good. Only on one·
end of one: table· where blockage .was comRlete was- there a. slight problem•
. Room Rating:Good; Return. air pr_ovided along the opposite wall at ceiling height..
· Hood Location:Good; The only traffic is the technician· working theree

Recommended Sash Hei ght:N/A
Materials used in hood:Formalin, Xylene, Ethanol, and Zeukers fluid.
Comments: The excess Formalin from tissue containers is poured off in the sinks
under the slot exhausts. A damper is readily adjustable for· each table; the
effect of partial closing of the damper was observed in the left hood
neasurements.

HOOD.FACE VELOCITY AND FLOW RATE CALCULATIONS
Room:

B-19

Hood#F UK

Location: Sou.th· West Corner-

Type of hood:Standard.:_ Auxillary Air_L

· Other:_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Fl ow with sash full open-.
Face Velocity· Measurements:

Sub· Total

250:-

310.

335.

220
200-:

255··
240·

240
110

2',160.

Number· of-·data points·

9

Avg. Face Vel. (fpm) 240
·
(Under ideal to· good~ysi_cal conditions should be· 80 - 100 fpm· and should not.
vary more than ( +) 10" fpm· from- the. average·. )
W·idth· =1 (in)
62··
Area: · =a·, ( sq. ft·•.) 11.6-

Hei g_ht =h( in)
Conversion sq·•. ft•.
Flow, =q (CFM)

. Flow- with· sastr· at 6· in. Measured VelociUes (fpm) and their (Sum)
.
.500
525500 ·
000. Sub Total --1,.525
Number of data· points.
3.
(Readings should be at least· 2· but· not more. than· 3 times the velocity with· the
sash fully raised~)
·
Avg•. Vel. (fpml.
·sos
· Height: ·h=
--r;.·
Wi dtlt- = l · ( same· as · above-)
· Area~. =lx h=(sq•. ft&.) 2.5'
Conversion- to sq-... ft-•. 144·
Flow· q· :, (CFM)
1,313'

OBSERVATIONS AND· COMMENTS:

Titanium'·Tetrachloride indication of flow· patterns··at hood face:
.
Satisfactory X
Un~ati sfactory·
Describe·; The face ve 1oci ti es·
were much tool,igh· for· practical use... Arter.adjustment to an appropriate·
working level the flow pattern should be reassessed.
.
.
Room Rating:Return air provided along two walls at ceiling hei~ht. (However~
unable to assess ambient·. a.ir- current effects due to excessi veood exhaust rate.)

Hood Location:Good;" No traffic. other than hood user.
Recommended Sash Height: Unable, to· evaluate - see comments be 1ow.

-----------

Materials used in hood:Unknown

Comments: This facility is used for Cutaneous Hazards studies.
The local exhaust system· for, the two hoods in this room are operating at three
times the reco1m1ended. flow. rate. This is wasteful in terms of energy and is not
a practical working environment•. Velocities above 250-300 fpm create problems
in handling materials and heavy turbulence. This room was under negative
pressure w.r.t. the hall. The ventilated storage cabinet was not under negative
pressure w.r.t. the room. This should be corrected.
The discharge of venturi 1oca1 exhaust systems for cage racks should be extended
to a point in the hood exhaust plenum.

HOOD FACE VELOCITY AND FLOW RATE CALCULATIONS
Room: B-19

Hood#- UK

Location: South East Corner

Type- o"f hood:·Standard_,._ Auxillary Air..!__

Other:

F-low· with· sash fu.11 open.

-----------

Face-Velocity Measurements
430
575
800
310
185

· Sub Total

3,335

310
250

250
225

Number- of data points

9

AVG-•. Face: Ve.l.(fpm) 370
(Under- ideal to goodli'fiysical conditions should be 80 - 100 fpm and should not
vary, more than· (+}
·
- 10. fpm· from the· average.)
.
Hei ght=h (in·)
Conversiofl' sq. ft
Flow, =q ( CFM)

Width =1 (in)
38.5
Area =a·(sq. ft.) ·7.2

27
144

2,674-

Flow with·sash at 6 in. Measured· Velocities (fpm} and their {Sum)
620

Sub·Total ---

1,670.

525

525

Number· of- data· points

-

3

(Readings. should. be. at least 2 but. not more than 3 times the ve1oci ty wi th the
sash fully ra.f sed~}
·.. Avg... Vel •. (fpm)
556
W-i dth· =· 1 ( same· as: above)
. Hei ght--h=o
· Conversion- to- sq•. ft·. 144Area. a: =lx h=( sq. ft.,) 1.6
Flow'° q. = {CFM)

892

OBSERVATIONS AND COMMENTS
Titaniunt·Tetr.achloride: indication- of- flow- patterns at. hood face:
Satisfactory:··
.
Unsatisfactory X
Describe; The air velocities were·
much· too·hi('for practical use•. After"'"tney are adjusted to appropriate working
leve-l s- the, ow- pattern should be reassessed. This hood was· in eoor repair.
· the baffel had been completely removed from the back, resulting 1n the extreme
variations ln· face velocity and highly turbulent flow.
Room Rating:Return .air: provided along two walls. at ceiling height, however,
unable to assess ambient air current. effects due to excessive hood exhaust rate.
Hood. Location:Good; No traffic other than hood user.
Recommended Sash Height:Unable to evaluate - see comments below.
Materials used in hood: Unknown; Perchl ori c acid, Forma 1dehyde, and acetone were
present~
Comments: This facility is used for· Cutaneous Hazards studies.
The.· local exhaust system for the two hoods in this room are operating at three
times the recommended flow rate. This is wasteful in terms of energy and is not
a practical working environment. Velocities above 250-300 fpm create problems
in handling materials and heavy turbulence. This room was under negative
p~essure w~r.t. the hall. The ventilated storage cabinet was not under negative
pressure w.r~t. the room. This should be corrected. The baffel should be
replaced to restore even airflow. The discharge of venturi local exhaust
systems for cage racks should be extended to a point in the hood exhaust plenum.

HOOU FACE VELOCITY AND FLOW RATE CALCULATIONS

. Room:. B-23 .

Hood# UK

Location: Next to the door.

Type of· hood:'Standard~ Auxillary Air_ Other:_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
· Fl ow. with sash- fu 11 open·•.
Face Velocity Measurements

55
40.
48
418'

Sub Total
·

55
48
44-

48
40
40

Number or data points

9

AVG. Face Vel. (fpm)
46
(Under- ideal to good. pfi"ysical conditions should be 80 - 100 fpm and: should not.
vary more than· ( +) 10 fpm· fronr the average. )

Height=h· Ci n·)
· Convers,i on sq•. ft•.

144

-.Flow-

435

=er

(CFM-)

27'

Width =l (in)
Area. =a (sq.. ft.. )

so·
9.3

Flow-with·-sash.at. 6. in·•.. Measured Velocities (fpm) and their (Sum)
138:
138
90
Sub" Total --· 366
Number of ~ta points
3
· (Readings, should. be
sash· fully raised;..)
Avg... Vel.., (fpm)
· Height. ·h=: . .
Conversion, to· sq •. ft;.
- Fl'ow, q = . (CFM)

at.. least 2 but not: more: than 3 times· the' ve.locity with· the.
122.

~

144>
254'

Width- = l ( salllEt as above)
Area,,-a,=lx.h=(sq.. ft~) 2.0
· OBSERVATIONS AND COMMENTS

Titanium Tetrachloride· indication· or flow-, patterns at hood face·:
Satisfactory
Unsatisfactory X
Describe; With hood full oten, the
face- velocitfwas· too low. Capture at tne work surface was very poor.
he flow·
pattern was satisfactory at. the reco11111ended sash height.
Room Rating_~ Good; Return air did not. produce cross drafts above 25 FPM ..
· Hood.Locati'on:Good;- Satisfactory only·with controlled access and work·practice
listed below:
Recome·nded Sash Height·: 16 11 provides greater than· 80 FPM; 12 11 provides greater
than 100 FPM·.

Materials used in hood: Radioisotopes (6 Cl4 labeled chemicals).
Comments: This room is a radioisotope laboratory. It was at a negative pressure
w.r.t~ the hall. The hood location makes it. subject to drafts from door opening
and pedestrian traffic. The door is normally locked to control access, the hood
user should be able to lower- the sash to 6 when- opening and closing the door.
11

The canopy hood, recently installed in this room to control emissions from
cages, would be ineffective without full enclosure of the cage rack. It
exhausted approximately 400 CFM~ Even at the face of the hood, 7 feet above the
floor, the capture velocity was less than 40 FPM.

HOOD FACE VELOCITY AND FLOW RATE CALCULATIONS
Room: 8-40

Hood# UK

Location:. Histology Lab

Type· of· hood: Standard: X__ Auxi l lary· -Air.:._ Other: ___________
Flow with sash· full open.
Face Velocity Measurements

Sub. Total

110

11[

155

70
35

62
35·

110.
120

Number of data points

807

9

Avg;.. Face:-: Ve 1. ( fpm)
89
(Under idea 1 to good· pliysi cal condi ti ons shou.1 d be. 80. - 100 fpm. and should not·
vary more,· than (+) 10 fpm from: the average .. )
Hei ght=h (in·.)
30
Convers.i on· sq•. ft;..
144
Flow =q. (CFM)
1,214Flow- with sash at. 6 in·.

W.i dth =1 Cin.)
65
Area. =a ( sq. ft.) 13.5.

Measured· Velo·cities (fpm) and their (Sum)
430· -

. Sub- Total ---

1,290

430

430

Number of' data. points·

3

(Readings should be: at least 2- but not more than 3 times .the velocity with thesash fully raised-.)
·
·
Avg. Vel.. (fpm)
430.
Height h=
~
Wi dth· = 1 ( same as above)
Convers.ion to:-sq .. ft~. 144.
Area: a: =1 x· h=( sq. ft.) 2 •.T
F1ow q : (CFM)
1,1640

OBSERVATIONS· ·AND COMMEN.TS

T{taniUnr:Tetrachloride: indication· of flow patterns at· hood face:
Satisfactory
Unsatfsfactory X· - _· Descr.ibe; The fully-open· ¥osition
a11ows heavy7furbulence in the- lowe~ left: quadrant- of the opening. Baf els
'should be provided to even the flow·.. Also, a bypass to allow closing of the
hood•.
Room Rating: Good; Return air is provided from·registers at ceiling height along
the- room·centerline. Lateral cross drafts were less than 20 FPM.
Hood Location:' Good; Traffic-.. in .and out of the stora.ge room· should be. controlled ·
during· hood use.
Reconnnended. Sash Height:. 18 high for· velocities- greater than 140 FPM~
11

Materials used in hood: Xylene, Epoxy Plastic, Formaldehyde.
Comments: This hood is used to prepare electron microscope tissue samp1esQ
With the reconunended face velocity the smoke capture pattern· is acceptable.
There-is a lateral slot exhaust above a section of bench where tissue staining
. is accomplished by sequentially dipping trays in dishes of xylene· and various
staining agents. The Capture velocity over the row- of trays closest to the slot
· is 40 to 80 FPM. The second row's Capture velocity is 15 to 40 FPM and the
third row fluctuates. The dipping would likely disrupt all of these airflows.
A partial enclosure would greatly increase the effectiv~ness of this local
exhaust control •. This room was under negative pressure w.r.t-. the hall. There
were a 1arge number- of chemi ca 1s stored in a refrigerator in this room.. There
appears to be a need for improved cold-storage facilities.

HOOD FACE VELOCITY AND FLOW RATE. CALCULATIONS
NIOSH 12259

Location: Immuno Toxicology Lab

Room: B-41

Type of hood:Standard,;.,! Auxillary Air.:__Other:_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Flow with sas~ full open.
Face Velocity Measurements
(average-highly varied)

62

44

66

86

3S

44

55

58

505

Sub Tota.1

55

Number of data points

9

Avg. Face Vel .(fpm)
56
(Under ideal to good pliysical conditions should be 80-100 fpm and measured
va·lues should not vary from the average more than (:!:) 10- fpm)
Hei ght=h (in.)
Conversion sq. ft.
Flow. =q (CFM}

2T

144·

. 410

Width =l (in.)
39
Area =a (sqo ft.) 7.3

Flow,-with· sash at 6 in.
_Sub Total ---

Measured Velocities (fpm} and their (Sum)
225
225·
225
675
Number of data points 3

(Readings should be at. least 2 but not more than 3 times the value-wi.th the
sash fully raised)
Avg •.. Vel. (fprnl
. 225
Width= l (same as above)
· Height·: h=
0
Area a =lx h=(sq. ft.) 1.6
Conversion to sq. ft. 144
. Flow- q = (CFM) /
365
OBSERVATIONS AND COMMENTS
Titanium.Tetrachloride indication of flow patterns at hood face:
Satisfactory
Unsatisfactory X
Describe; The pattern was
enerall · ood~ however, 'the variabilit~f the face velocit could not assure
sta 1 1ty o t 1s system.
Room Rating: Poor; The air supply flows across the face, also the flow through
the doorway in front of the hood varies from positive to negative.
Hood. Location: Poor; Traffic to and from this lab must pass through the door in
front- of the hood.
Recommended Sash Height: For greater than· 150 fpm use. 13 i·nc.h;. For 100. fpm, · 20 ·
inche~.
.
·
·
·
Materials used in hood: Allyamine, triethylamine, 2-2-2-Nitrile Triethanol,
Triethylamine, others.
·
Comments:· This is the immunotoxicology laboratory.
In. view of the highly. variable face velocity and the use of toxins which a·re
being. studied for highly toxic effects the 150 fpm sash height is considered
prudent particularly in view of the location of the air supply and doorway above
and in front.of the hood respectively. One explanation offered for the variable.
face velocities is that this hood· may be on the end· of a very long mutiple
exhaust system. This hood deser.ves further study. This room._ was· under: negative
pressure w.r.t. room adjoining. However, reportability is not: usually true.

HOOD FACE VELOCITY AND FLOW RATE CALCULATIONS
Room: B-42_

Hood# UK

Location: Hematology Lab

Type. of"hood:Standardi_ Auxtl l ary Air_ Other::_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ____
Flow-with sash full open.
Face· Velocity Measurements

l50

155

138
138

Sub- Total

1,341

125:
125

185

150
175

Number· of data points

9

Avg.. Face Vel •. ( fpm)
149
(Under·ideal to good'""jinysical conditions should be 80-100 fpm and measured
values:. shou.ld not: vary from the- avera.ge, more-· than (+) 10 fpm).
Height=h (in •. )
28.
144...
Conversion sq.. ft..
Flow =q (CFM)
l,27~

Widtrr=l (in.)
44.
Area =a, (sq-. ft~) 8a5

Fl ow- with sash· at- 6 f n

Measured. Velocities (fpm) and their (Sum)
715
715
715
2,145
Number of data points 3
Q

Sub· Total-...-

(Readings.· should be·· at· least: 2 but not more than 3 times the val ue with the·
· sash fu.lly, raised)
·
Avg.,. Vel. (fpm)
715'
Width ::,1 (same, as above)
Height. h=·
~
Area a =l x h={ sq •. ft°') 1.8
Conversion• to sq. ft .. 144
Flow, q :- (CFM)
1,310
OBSERVATIONS. AND COMMENTS
Titanium Tetrachloride· indication of flow patterns at. hood face:
. Satisfactory X
Unsatisfactory
Describe; Good capture, however,
when·. sastt. is'.'J"owered,. th& vel oci
is much too hi h - materials 1i fted from work
su ace·.
Room- Rating: Good; There were no ambient cross drafts above 20 FPM.
Hood Location: Ideal; at the· back of the room - no incidental traffice
_Recommended Sash- Height~ See conunentse
Materials used in. hood:. MOCA, Xylene.
Comments·:-· ·The use of this hood was not well defined~ The storage of MOCA and
cleaning· or tissue· slides with· xylene were observed uses.
The hood. is exhausting· a very larg~ amount of air. If the sash is lowered at
all,. it results. in excessive a-ir velocities which i_nterfere with materials
handling-. If- the fl ow were· adjusted lower- .and a bypass were provided, this hood
would· perform well under- good operating conditions. This room was under
negative- pressure w•. r·. t-. the, ha.11.
The Rr low~temperature asher· located in this room should be .evaluated to.
determine, ad.equacy of RF- sh.ieldfng. Reportedly a prior- survey found it
deficient•.

_HOOD FACE. VELOCITY AND FLOW RATE CALCULATIONS

Location:- Tech Serv-ice, Br ..

Room:. B-44•

Hood#SN 11210.

Type of· hood:Standard~ Auxillary Air_ Other~_-_ _ _ _ _i_ _ _ __
Flow, with· sash full open..
race Veloci~- Measurements

70

7

70

5S:
62

55.
44

35
44.

505 ·

Sub·Total

Number of· data points

g-

Avg. Face~ Vel. ( fpml · 56
(Urider: ideill to, good pnysica·l conditions: should be -80 - 100 fpm and should· not
vary more:. than (+) 102 fpm:· from· the average.l
'

.

.

-

· · Hef ght=h {in.) .
28·
Convers1 on· -sq·.. ft... · - 144
. Fl ow =q {CFM)
· 414:

Width· =l
- Area,

{in.)

38

=a; (.sq. ft<>) 7a3.·

Flow,· with·· sash· at. 6 in·°' Measured: Velocities (fpm) .. and their· (Sum)
.

Sub Total :..__

220
650.

. 210
220:
Number of-: data· poj nts·

3

{Readf ngs, shoul & b~ at· 1east- 2 but: not. more. than 3 · ti mes ..the ve 1oc.i ty. with the
sash'· fill ly· raised...}
·
· Avg;.. Ve:l •. (fpm) . · 21«r
· Wi dttr::: r (same, as· -above)
Height· h="· .·
..
·.""tr
Conversion· ·to.;· sq... ft;... 144'
Area. a,. =Tx· h=(sq. ft;..) l.s·
Flow~ q:, =- (CFM,)
343
···--=-·0

OBSERVATIONS.:AND COMMENTS

Tftanium··Tetrachlori:de· indication,· of flow patterns. at hood face:
Satisfactory: .
· . Unsatisfactory X
Describe;· -Flow was obstructed due
to. storage oT:4· gallons of acetone on t'fie'. left side, of the hood•.
.Room- Rating: Poor; Replacement- air discharge· in front· of hoo_d.
Hood Location:· Poor;. Walkway, to and. from scanning EM· Laboratory.
.

.

Recommended Sash Height: 16 11 for velocity above 100 FPM.

Materials. used in hood: Chloroform, Acetone, Fluorocarbons, "Bulk Dust Samples".
Comments: This lab is· used to prepare samples for scanning EM analysis. The
walkway can be contro11 ed to reduce interference. during hood use. A bypass
would allow closure of the hood without causing unduly high air velocities and
still guarding against. ambient air currents from personnel movements. ·
The hood could not· be- shut off or fully closed, therefore, it was not possible
to measure ambient replacement air effects at the face of the hood. The
position of the return air duct would allow discharge to the hood face area,
however, the register was not on at the time of this survey.

HOOD FACE VELOCITY AND FLOW, RATE CALCULATIONS
Room: - B-60..

Location:. On, left: next to s l i ding dqor~

Uk

Hood#

Typ&.· of hood:Standard_!._ Auxi_lla.ry Air_·. Other: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Fl ow, with sash ful 1 open·•.
Face Veloc.ity Measurements
100.
78
·
70
110
80
62.
78
80
62
Sub Total

Number o.f data points

720

Avg.• Face· Vel .. (fpm·)
80
.
· (Under- ideal to good pffysi cal condi ti ons should. be 80
vary moreo than. (+) 10.. fpm, from· the' averagee )
.Hei ght=tt (in~-)
Conversion· sq.. ft"
Flow.· =q: (CFM)

28
144"

_
100 fpm, and should not

Width: =1" (in")
41.
Area- =a~ ( sq·.,. ft.. ) Te9

637

Flow, with· sash at 6 in·.

Measured·Velocities (fpm) and their (Sum)
280

Sub Total ---

~

9

840

280-

280

Number of data points

3

(Readings: should . be· at least:. 2: but not more, than 3 times. the velocity with the
sash fully raised... )
Avg~. Vel ..., (fpm)
280,
Haight·- .h=
~W·idttt =- l ( same·· as. above )
Area~ a· =rx_. h={sq., ft.,.) 1 .,7
Con.version to; sq-;.. f~&,- 144:

Flow q· =-

(CFM)

478

OBSERVATIONS· AND COMMENTS
Ti tani unr Tetrach 1ori de:· i ndi cation of fl ow, patterns _at hood face:Sati sfactory X
Unsatisfactory
Describe; .Visual evidence of· cross
draft effectwas minima-1.
-

Room Rating:· Poor; ambient lateral airflow at face· with all three hoods sashs
closed exceeds 40 FPM on right side of face.
Hood Location.:-. Good; At end of room· with minimum

of

incidental traffic ..

Recommended· _Sash Height: 22 11 ' for velocity above 100 ·FPM.
Materials used in hood:: Unknown.,
Comments:· This f s one, of· three. hoods- side· by· side at the end of· a· cl ass room.
The overhead return air- register had: less effect on this hood's performance. than·
.the. one, in: the middle. This room·was under-positi've pressure w.r.t. the hall. ·
Note: There· w.as· no measurable face· velocity at the time of thts survey. There
was al so. a vented flammable storage cabinet which had no perceptab_l e draw as
measure~ by vel ometer-· and smoke tubes· at the. air entrance port.

HOOD FACE' VELOCITY AND FLOW RATE CALCULATIONS
Room:· B-60

Location:: Middle of three s i de by side

Hood#-

UK

Type of hood:Standard_1. Auxillary Air-_ Other:_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Flow.with sash full open.
Face, Velocity Measurements
100
90
66
86
80
62
86
70
70
Sub Total

Number of data points

710

9

Avg. Face,Vel.(fpm)
78
·
(Under ideal to good physical conditions should. be 80 - 100 fpm· and. should· not .
vary more. than (!;) 10 fpm from the average.)
Hei ght=h (in .. )
Conversion sq. ft·.
Fl ow =q (CFM ) ·

Width =1

28
144
628

Flow with sash at 6 in.

Area

41

Measured Velocities- (fpm). and. their (Sum)
310

Sub Total

(in •.)

=a, ( sq •. ft.) 7 09

955

310.

335:

N'umber- of data points·

3

(Readings should be·· at least- 2: but not· more than 3 times the ve.locity with the: ·
sash fu:l ly raised•.)
318..
Avg. Vel. (fpm)
-ir·
Width = 1 ( same, as above.)
Height h=
-Conversion to·sq. ft·. 144·
Area a· =lx· h=( sq •. ft·e) 1. 7
. 543
Fl ow ·q = ( CFM )
OBSERVATIONS AND COMMENTS
Titanium Tetrachloride· indication of flow, patterns- at hood face:
Satisfactory
Unsatisfactory X
Describe; The overhead air supply
register created a strong downdraft across. the, right half of the hood face.
·
Dragout occurred across most of the- face.: of the hood..
Room-·Ratin.g:· Poor; Air· su~tly register blowing· down· across face at velocities up
to 100 FPM with a lot of uctuations..
·
·.
Hood Location: $ood; at end of room with minimun of pedestrian traffic.
Recommended Sash Height:. 22 11 for.- a velocity above 100 FPM.

(See Comments·).

Materials used in hood: Unknown.
Comments: This is one of three hoods side by side. at the end of a classroom.
This hood was seriously affected b~ return air· drafts. The registers air stream
should be redirected out of the si e·of the duct rather than down across the
hood face. Otherwise, the 100 FPM face velocity would not be adequate.
This -room was under positive· pressure w.r.t. the hall.

HOOD FACE VELOCITY AND FLOW RATE CALCULATIONS
Room: B-60

Location: on Right in the Corner

Hood# UK

Type of hood:Standardi Auxi 1lary Air_· Other:_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Flow. with sash full open.
Face-Velocity Measurements

Sub Total

100

80

100

90
80

66
66

70
62

714

Number of data points

9

Avg-.. Face Vel. ( fpm)
79
(Under ideal to good pnysical conditions should be: 80 - 100 fpm and should not
vary· more tha~- (!_} 10 fpm from the average... )
Hei ght=h (in.}
Conversion: sq·. ft~.
Fl ow =q {CFM)

Width =l (in.)
41
Area. ~a (sq .. ft-.) 7.9

2S144
632

Flow with sash at 6 in.
Sub Total

Measured Velocities {fpm) and their (Sum}
310
310
310.
930
Number of.data points 3

(Readings. ·should be., at. least 2. but:-not more· than- 3 times the. velocity with· the
sash fully raised.. )
Avg~ Vel. (fpm} ·
310
Width: =-· 1 (same· as·· above)
Height h=
.
o
Conversion to sq... ft;.. 144
-Area a =lx h=(sq~ ft~) 1.7
Flow q =. (CFM)
529
OBSERVATIONS AND COMMENTS
Titanium Tetrachloride indication of flow patterns at hood face:
Satisfactory X
Unsatisfactory
Describe; Only slight turbulence
noted. in lower right corner-. Visual evITence of cross draft .effect was· minimal.
Room Rating: Poor; Ambient lateral airflow at face with the sash closed exceeded
30 FPM on'. the left side and fluctuated greatly •.
Hood Location: Good; At end of room with minimum pedestrian. traffic.
Recommended Sash· Height: 22 11 for face velocities above 100. FPM.
Materials used in hood: Unknown
Comnents.: This is one of· three ·hoods side by side at the end of the cl ass room.
The overhead return air· register had less effect on this hood tha·n the one in
the· middle. This· room was under positive pressure w.r.t. the ha·ll.

HOOD FACE VELOCITY AND FLOW RATE CALCULATIONS
Room:, B' 66.

Location:· Training ~quipment Area

Hood# UK

Type of· hood:Standard; X Auxillary Air-_ Other:_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Fl ow- with sash full open·.
Face Velocity Measurements
80
70
80

(hood fully open)

70
58

Sub Total

70
30

58
44

Number of data, points

560

9

Avg;.. Face Vel.(fpm)
62
(Under ideal to good·pnysical conditions~ should be 80 - 100 fpm·and should not
vary
more than (+) · 10. fpm, from: the·· averagee.)
.
,'-

-

. Hei ght=h· ( i rr.)
Conversicm- sq •. ft·~
Fl OW· =q. ( CFM )
Flow· with· sash
. Sub Total -~-

at ·s

Width =1 (in ... )
41
Area: =a: (sq.. ft;. ) 7. 9

28
144:
495

in. Measured Velocities (fpm) and their (Sum)
.

·· 800

275

. 275
250.
Number· of data points

3

(Readings. should· be at least 2. but. not more: than 3 times the velocity with the
sash· fully· raised;. )
. Avg•. Vel•. (fpm)
265.
Hei ght- h:
. --i;· ·
Width· =- 1 ( sane'. as; above)
Conversion· to'. sq-... ft.., 144
Area: a =lx·. h=(sq .... ft.l LT
Flo.w, q·· = (CFMl . ·..· . .455·_
~
0•

OBSERVATIONS AND COMMENTS
Titanium Tetrachloride indication· of- flow-patterns at hood face:
Satisfactory··
Unsatisfactory X
Describe; This hood has an unusual
· amount· of turl>ulence and losses from thaleading edge of the work surface.
Room Rating: Poor; There is a strong· cross- draft at the· lower edge of the face,
likely from· a return air register a ove, the door..
· ·
Hood Location: Poor; Jn the· path for pedestrian· traffic. from three doors •
. . .Recommended Sash Height: -12 11 · to ¥rovide face velocities .above 150 FPM and reduce
·. turbulence at. the· leading: edge o the· work surface.
.
Materials used. in hood: .Unknowrr
Comments:· · This room is..pr.imar.ily for training· staff use.. The hood sash
counterbalance weights need adjustment·and the slots should be adjusted to
increase. the proportion· of air drawn from the bottom. The use of a air foil
might be helpful in reducing leading-edge turbulence. The air register
d_ischarge should .be- deflected away from' the hood. This room was under positive
pressure w. r. t. the hal 1•.

HOOD FACE VELOCITY AND FLOW RATE CALCULATIONS.
Room:· 301

Location:· SW· Corner by door

Hood# UK

Type of hood:Standard_! Auxil'lary Air_ O t h e r : _ · - - - - - - - - - 
Fl ow with' sash full open.
Face· Veloc.ity Measurements:

44'.
24
24

456

Sub Total

90

44
62

80

44.
44·

Number of data poirits

9

Avg. Face Vel. ( fpm)
50
.
( Under ideal to. good pl,ysi cal con di ti ons should be· 80 - 100 fpm and should not
· vary more than (+) 10 fpm· from' the average~)
Hei ght=h (in. )
. Conversion sqo ft.,,
Flow =q (CFM)

29.5
144

409.

Flow with sash at 6 in.
Sub Total

Width =1 (in-.. )
39 .. 5
Area- =a, (sq.. ft'.,) 8., O

Measured Velocities (fpm). and their· (Sum).

820.

290

290

240

Number of data points

~

3

(Readings should be at least 2· but not more.- than, 3 times the· veloc,ity with the.
sash fully raised.)
Avg. Vel •· (fpm)
273·
Height. h=
b:
Width· =' 1 ( same· as:. above)
Area. a,. =lx:·h=(sq.,.. ft.. ) L6
Conversion to sq;.. ft~.144- ·
Flow q = (CFM) ·
449:

OBSERVATIONS AND COMMENTS
Ti.tanium Tetrachloride. indication· of flow- patterns at· hood face:
Satisfactory
Unsatisfactory X
Describe; The· capture is poor with_
the hood fuliy" open.
m

Room Rating: Poor; Return air-registers and door louver air blow across the face
of the hood. Cross drafts with sash closed exceeded loo FPM on left side·.
Hood Location:. Poor; In pedestrian path for· access to the laboratory.
Recommended Sash He.ight: 20 11 to provide face velocities above· 100 FPM.
Comments).
·
.
.

(See

.

Materials used in hood: Pyridine, Methyl Alcohol, Ethyl Alcohol, Ethyl Acetate,
Acetil Nitrile, Formaldehyde.:
Comments: This· .is a. clinical chemistry laboratory. The sink.in this hood is.
not hooked up to plumbing. The supply air should be deflected away from the
hood face. Otherwise, the 100 FPM face· velocity will not· be· adequate. The hood
users should "close the hall door· and minimize· pedestrian traffic when the sash
is at working height. This room was under· negative. pressure w. r. t. the hal 1.

HOOD FACE VELOCITY AND FLOW RATE CALCULATIONS
Room: 302

Location: SE Corner next to door.

Hood# UK

Type of hood:Standard..l_ · Auxillary Air_Other=----~----
Flow with sash full open.
Face Velocity Measurements:

138
100
120
993

Sub Total

!So

80120

95

10
120

Number of data points

9

Avg. Face Vel. ( fpm)
110
{Under ideal to goodphysical conditions should be. 80 -· 100 fpm· and. should not"
vary more than {.:_) 10 fpm from .the aver·age. )
Hei ght=h {in.:)
Conversion sq. ft.
Fl ow. =q (CFM )

Wi dth =l (in .. )
39·
Area =a {sq. ft.,) 7.7

28.5
144
851

Flow with· sash· at· 6' in.

Measured Velocities (fpm) and their {Sum)
480

·. Sub Total ---

1,390

(Readings should be
sash fully rai sede)
Avg. Vel. (fpm) ·
Height ·h=
Conversion to sq. ft.
Flow q = {CFM)

480

430.

Number of data points

.

-

3

at least 2 but.not more than 3 times the vel oci ty with th_e
463

b

144
752

Width= l (same as above)
Area~. =l x h=( sq. ft·•.)· L.6
OBSERVATIONS AMO COMMENTS

Titanium Tetrachl orfde i ndi cation of fl ow patterns at" hood face:·
. Satisfactory X
Unsatisfactory
Describe; The. capture appeared to
be adeguate,however·, it was much more uri'iform with the sash reduced to 20"
height •
. Room Rating: Poor; Located between an open hall door and a half open
interconnecting door to Room 304. Face cross drafts greater than 40 FPM.
Hood Location: Poor; The. hood is in path of pedestrian access to this room;..
Reconnnended Sash Height: 20 11 for'face velocities above 150 FPM~
Materials used- in hood: Benzene, Hexane, Acetone, Ethyl Ether.
Comments: This is-the Instrument Laboratory. The hall door should be kept
closed to reduce cross drafts when this hood is in use. There are· 3 additional
local free-standing local exhp.ust pickup above individual instruments. They
ranged from 130 to 200 FPM capture at their faces, ·however, capture., velocities
at the instruments was less than 10 FPM for the AA and· the· GC by the door. The
other GC had a capture velocity around 100 FPM at the point of emission. These
hoods were ducts placed above- the, heated emission source, therefore, capture
would be enhanced some by the rise of the hot exhaust gases. Whether this would
'be offset by the· turbu.lence of heated exhaust air fs. uncertain. This room was
under negative pressure War.t.· the adjoining lab room 304.

HOOD FACE VELOCITY AND FLOW, RATE CALCULATIONS
Room 304

Location South East· Corner-· next"to: door.. Hood # UK.

· Type of hood:Standard...!_ AuxilTary· Air_ Other:_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
· Flow with sash full open •.
Face. Velocity Measurements
40.
50~
65..
40..
20.

Sub Total

40.

30.
410

-Io

5o..
30.

2s:•.
30e

Number- of· data points 12

Avg. Face Vel. (fpm)
34(Under ideal to good· physical conditions- should be 80 - 100 fpm and should not:
vary more than (+) 10 fpm from- the average·e)
·
Hei ght=h · ( ft. )
Conversion sq·. ft..
Flow =q (CFM)

2.5
LO

Width =l (ft·.. )
7e33
Area =a, ( sq». ft... ) 18.3

625

Flow, with sash at 6 in·.

Measured'.·Velocities. (fpm) and. their (Sum)
170

SubTotai

730

170.:

210

Number of' data points-

180

4-

(Readings- should be,- at least Z but not. mere· than· 3 times the: velocity with thesash· fu.l ly ra i sed.l .
·
Avg. Vel. (fpm)
· 182'
He.i ght h=
-05
Wfdttr.= l (same: as aboveJ
Conversi·on· to sq•. ft.
l.
Area. a: =lx' h=(sq.,. ft.. ) 3e6
Flow. q ::, (CFM)
65~

OBSERVATIONS AND COMMENTS
Titanium-Tetrachloride indication of flow patterns at hood face~·
Satisfactory .
Unsatisfactory X
Describe; Turbulence was very
heavy in the:uj,ser- riRht corner with negative airflow. The large amount of
materials store in tis hood contribute to this problem.. ·
Room Rating:: Poor;. Replacement air- register blows across face of hood.
drafts of face fluctuated.between 5 and. 30 FPM.
Hood Location:~ Poor; In path

of pedestrian

traffic to this laboratorye

Recommended Sash Hef.ght:. 12 11 for 100 FPM or 14-11 fo ..· 80 FPM face ve loci

Cross

t,

e·s.

Materials u.sed in ~ood: Benzene, Acetone, Hexane, Ethyl' Ether•.
Comment.s: This is the trace. analysis laboratory.. This. hood was observed. during
two laboratory procedures commonly conducted with benzene; MOCA clean up and
washin·g.glasswear. See personal-and area·monitoring· l'."esults elsewhere. in this.
report. It was observed that a passerby e.ven with t.he sash at 20 11 height would
create substantial dragout from the hood sink with cross. drafts of 90 FPM •. This
facility should be imp_roved for the application observed. See Report
Discussion. ·This room was under positive pressure w.r.t•. the··.hall.

HOOD FACE VELOCITY AND FLOW RATE CALCULATIONS.
Room: 30~-

Location:. In· farthest corner· from· door

NIOSH· 03087

Type:· of hoo4:Standard_ Auxillary Air_ Other: Blow Down Hood
F1 ow, with sash· fil 11 open.

Face Velocitt Measurements

Sub·Total.

16

1

16

10
35

10
35

10
35

183

Number of.data points

9

Avg... Face, Vel. (fpm)
20
(Under ideal to good·pfiysical conditions should be. 80- 100 fpm and should not
vary more, than (!:) 10 fpm from the average.)
Hei ght::h Ci n.. )
c·onversi on sq. ft.
Flow~ =q·

(CFM )

21.25
144

Width =1 (in.)
22.5
Area =a· (sq •. ft. ) 3a.3

67

Flow, with sash. at· 6' in-._ Measured Velocities (fpm) and their {Sum)
120
55
55
Sub: Tota·l ··-=~
230
Number of data points 3
(Readings; should· be,
sash fully raised... )
Avg·•. Ve1 .... ( fpin)
Height h::::
Conversioncto:sq. ft.
Flow, q: =: . (CFMl ·

at: least 2 but not more than 3 ti mes the velocity with the·
76

o

144
71

Width =· 1 ( same as above)
Area a =lx h=(sq... ft~) 0.9
OBSERVATIONS AND COMMENTS

Titaniunr retrachlori de· indication· of fl ow patterns at hood face:
SatisfactoryX
Unsatisfactory
Describe; The flow pattern was
acceptable arter removing the nitrogen cylinder cap from the face of the hood.
Room-· Rating:. Ideal; There- were no measurable cross drafts •.
Hood· Location:, Ideal; Located in the· back corner of the 1ab.
Recommended Sash Hei g_ht: 611 wi 11 provide a 60 FPM face velocity.
Materials used in hood: Benzene, Acetone, Hexane, Ethyl Ether.
Comments: Trace analysis lab blowdown hood. - used to .evaporate samples by
bubbling nitrogen· through them. While the face velocities and observed capture
efficiency· appear to be inconsistent, it is.noted that there was no measurable
cross draft-. Pedestrians o~ operator movements beyond those observed would
certainly overcome -the capture ability of this system. The sash should be kept
below, 611 when not actually working in the hood. This room was under positive
pressure w.r.t~ the hall.

HOOD FACE VELOCITY AND FLOW RATE CALCULATIONS
Room:. 402.

Locatton:- Outside wall opposite door.

. Hood# UK

Type. of hood:Standardi Auxillary Air__Other:_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Fl ow. with· sash fUl l open·-

Face:Velocity Measurements
· 80.80
100
80·
80
780:

SubTotaT

80
80

100
100

Numbe~ of· data. points

9

Avg. Face Vel. (fpm) · 86
.
.
(Under- ideal to good· pnysical conditions-. should be 80 - 100 fpm and should not
vary more· than· (+) 10. fpm· from_ the average.)
He.i ght=h· ( in·. ).
Convers.i on, sq·. ft.
Flow.. =q (CFM)

25.5
144728-

Wfdth =1 (in.)
47.5
Area: =a;- (sq. ft.) 8•.4

Flow· with:- sash· at· 6, in.. Measured Velocities. (fpm) and their- (Sum)
335;
335
335
-Sub Total ---·
l,.005
Number· of· data points. 3

(Readings- should be at least 2 but not more th-an 3 times the velocity with the:
sash fully raised•. )
Avg. Vel ·- {fpm)
335
Width· =1 ( same_.- as. above-)
Height. n:
,:c·onversi on,. to sq... ft·... 144Area:c...a.; =lx:. h=(sq.. ft.. ) 1.9
Flow,: q~ = ·. (CfM)
. 663·
···OBSERVATIONS: AND COMMENTS·
Titanium=ie.trachloride- indication of flow patterns at hood face:
Satisfactory, X .
· _ Unsati"sfactory_
Describe; Fl ow acceptab 1e,
however,. bafTef adjustment was needed to even flow across the face.
Room Rating:· Poor;·- Cross drafting at. upper- left corner· from air supply register
50 FPM.
·
Hood·Location: Good; In corner of room wf°th no pedestrian traffic other than
operator•. ·
·
Reconmrended Sash Height: -Not..restricted ff return air- draft is diverted and flow
ba.lanced.
Materials used in hood: Toluene, MEK ,_ 2-ethoxy ethanol.
Comments: This room is an animal exposure lab. The. hood is used to generate
animal and human exposure chamber concentrations. This room has four animal
exposure- chambers which are exhausted outside. It a1so has two 1oca 1 coni ca 1
exhausts, one over the cylinder of 10% methyl bromide in air and another over a
work· bench. These hoods provide 1ess than 50 FPM at their face. Based on a
smoke test, the cylinder valve was exhausted adequately. However, the bench
hood was 20 11 above the work surface. Smoke tube tests showed no evidence of
capture at the work surfaces. This room was under negative pressure w.r.t. the
hal 1.

HOOD FACE VELOCITY AND FLOW RATE·. CALCULATIONS
Location: Between door and air· supply.

Room: 424

Hood#

. Type. of· hood:Standardi Auxillary Air~ Other:·_---------
Flow with sash full open.
Face'. Velocity Measurements·
55
55
55
62
62

Sub: Total

545

62
62

62
70

Number of data points

9

Avg. Face. Vel.(fpm)
60
· (Under ideal to. good· physical conditions should be 80 - 100 fpm and should not
vary more: than (+) 10 fpm· from· the: averagee)
Height=h·. (in.)
·c·onversi on sq.. ft.
Flow =q (CFM)

31
144

Width =l (in.,)
70
Area =a (sqo ft.,) 15w0

912

Flow with sash at. 6. in.. Measured Velocities (fpm) and their· (Sum)
Sub Total

0

Number of data. points

3

.

(UNABLE TO COMPLETE· SASH WAS INOPERATIVE.. Readings: should b.e at least 2 but
not- more· than· 3 times the velocity.. wf.th the sash fully· raised•.)
·
. Av.g. Vel. (fpm)
o
Width = 1- ( same: as, above)
Height h= ·
~
Area· a =1 x h=( sq .. ft.,) 2o9
Conversion· t~: sq·. ft.. 144·

· . Flow q.. :

(CFM)

0

OBSERVATIONS AND COMMENTS
Titanium-Tetrachloride indication of flow patterns at hood face:
Satisfactory_
Unsatisfactory_
Describe;
Room· Rating: Poor; Hood between the door and the return. air re ister~
cause cross rating.
·Hood Location:

Likel

to

---

Reconmended Sash Height·: (Not recorded)

---------------------

Materials used in hood:-

Comments: This hood. was not· in use·at.the time of the survey. I't was in need
of repairs. The· ·sash glass and. runner were broken. Therefore, the survey could
not be completed •. · It is: noted, however, that the face. veloc.ities are· below the ·
recommended levels even for Ideal operating conditions. This unit should be
evaluated ..after repairs are made:•.

HOOD FACE VELOCITY ANO FLOW RATE CALCULATIONS
Room:· 430

Location: Farthest corner· from door.

NIOSH 16788

°Type of hood:Standardi Auxillary Air_ Other:_----------
Flow with ·sash full open.
Face- Velocity Measurements

200

115
175
Sub Total

1,720

225

115
175

225

ias

185

Number of data points

9

Avg ... Fae~ Vele (fpm) 191
(Under ideal to goodpnysical conditions should be 80 - 100 fpm and should not·
vary more. than(:!:) 10 fpm from the average.)
Height=h· (ino)
Conversion sq. ft.
Flow =q (CFM)

27

144
1,379

Width =l (in.)
38.5
Area =a (sq. ft.) 7.2

Flow,with sash at 6 in •. Measured Velocities (fpm) and their (Sum)
.
480
480
430
Sub- Total
1,390
Number of data points 3
(Readings should be
- sash fully raised.}
Avg. Vel. (fpm)
Hei glit h=
Conversion to sq. ft~
Flow q = (CFM)

at least 2 but-not more than 3 times the velocity with the
463
b
144
743

Width= l (same as above}
Area a =l X h=( sq ... ftc) 1. 6
OBSERVATIONS AND COMMENTS

Titanium Tetrachloride indicatiWl of flow patterns at hood face:
Satisfactory~
Unsatisfactory~
Describe;
-Room Rating~ Ideal; Supply air enters from opposite side of room at ceiling
height.
Hood Location: Ideal; Back corner of room.

No unnecessary pedestrian traffic.

Recommended Sash Height: No limitations.
Materials used in hood: Not in use.

Comments: This hood was originally used for radioisotopes, however, it does not
have a dedicated use at· this time. This hood would not require such high face
velocities to perform well. The room is under negative pressure with respect to
hall.

HOOD FACE VELOCITY AND FLOW RATE CALCULATIONS.
Room:. 449

Location:: South Wa.11

Hood#

UK

Type of hood:Standard_ Auxillary Air.:_ Other:_·- - - - - - - - - 
Fl ow with sash full open.
Averaga Face Velocity Measurements
(nuctuati ng. 20
to 50 FPM)

40.

40.

40

55
70

40
40

55

435

Sub Total

55

Number of data·. points

9

Avg. Face Vel.(fpm)
48
(Unde,.., ideal to good. physical conditions should be 80 - 100 fpm and should not
vary more than (+) 10 fpm from·the. average.)
Hetght=h (in·.)
Conversion sqo ft.
Flow, =q (CFM )
_ Flow, with sash at

W,idth =l (in.)
71.
Area-. =a (sq. ft. ) 15 •.7

32'

144
762

o in.

Measured Velocities (fpm) and their (Sum)

275

275

275

Sub Total ..;__

825.

(Readings: should be.
sa~h fully raised.)
Avg;.. Vel.. · (fpm)
Height h=·
Conversi on· to sq•.. ft.
Flow q = (CFM)

at least 2.· but not more than 3 times the velocity with the.

Number of data points

3
0

275·
-i[

144;
813 ·.

Width· = l (same· as above)
Area·a., =lx h=(sq •. ft~.) 2.9

OBSERVATIONS AND COMMENTS
Titanium, Tetrachloride· indication- of flow patterns a~ hood face:
Satisfactory
Unsatisfactory X
Describe; Turbulence caused by
fluctuating afrflow and cross currents·o~
Room Rating: Poor; Cross. currents range from 10 to 50 FPM at the face with the
sash closed~
Hood Location:· Poor; Between two doors and the narrow al ternate pedestrian
pathway will invite· frequent traffico_
Recomended Sash Height~ 20 11· will provide 80 to 100 FPM velocities.
Materials used in hood: Industrial solvents such as tetramethyl. benzene,
0.-toluodine·, 1- and 2-tr,tropropane •.
Connnents: This. f s, a, toxicology laboratory. Thi_s hood i s used in an animal
metabolite study. Animals are given oral dose and excretion collected. Animal
chamber- air- expelled through· building vacuum system. The apparatus partially
obstructs fl ow on ri ght side of hood.
The fluctuating· airflow would not provide a study turbulent-free capture
pattern. - The reason should be sought and corrected if this hood is to be used
with· open, toxic chemical. This. room was under negative pressure w.r.t. the hall.

FACE

HOOD'
Room:· 449 ·

VELOCITY AND FLOW-RATE CALCULATIONS
NIOSH 16624

Location:: West Wall

. Type o'f hood:Standard~ Auxillary Air_ Other:_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
· Flow with· sash·· full open•.
Face:·Veloci~ Measurements

·138.

(double, vertical
sash half opened)

160

155

1

l38

35.

138

138
44

1,111.

Sub-Total

Nuinbe~ of data points

9

Avg.. Face,- VeT•. ( fpm)
12l~
(Under ideal to: goodpnysical conditions should be· 80 - 100 fpm and should not
vary· more: than (+) 10. fpm-from, the: aver~ge-~)
· Hei ght=h· ( fn.)
Conversion· sqo ft~Flow, =q (CFM)

21
14¢
1,134-

Width =1 (in.)
63
Areal =a· (sqe fteJ 9.1.

Face-, Veloci.ib Measurements

f daub1e,- vertical

80.

9035"

sashi fu.11.Y: open )

· 793:·

Sub Total

1

.- -

110
. 80. .

l38

· 120,
20:' ·

Number of data points . 9

Avg... Face· Vel •.( fpnil
87
( Under idea1 to good· jmysi ca.1. condf ti ons- shou 1d be· 80 - 100 fpm and shou 1d not
vary more than (+) _10 fpm from- the- average•.)
Hei ght~h (in.,)
Conversion sq. ft.
Flow. =q · (CFM)

40
144:
1,522.

Width·=l (in.)
Area =a (sq. ft.)

63

11.s·

. Flow, with- sash- at 6: in·:... Measured Velocities- (fpm) and their (Sum)

138

335

225

000

~

Sub· Total ---·

698.

(Readings· should be
sash fully raised.)
Avg. Vel. ( fpm)
Height h=
Conversion to sq. ft.
Flow q = (CFM)

at· least. 2 but not more than 3 times the. velocity with the

Number· of data points.

3

232

6

144
610

.Width= 1 (same as above)
Area. a =lx h=(sq. ft.) 2.6

Room: 449·

Location: West Wall - CONTINUED

NIOSH 16624

OBSERVATIONS. AND· COMMENTS.

Titanium· Tetrachloride indication of flow, patterns at hood face:
Satisfactory
Unsatisfactory X.
Describe; Both ends fl OWo is-.
obstructed· byglass· chromatography, chamoers- sitting on the work· surface ..
Room Rating: Poor; The, cross currents with· sash closed fluctuated wfl dl
hi gh·: as 50 an
•

, ,

and as

Hood Location: Poor;: In pathway with narrow -passage, in- front· of the' hood face.
Recommended Sash Height: Unrestricted - w-ith operational changes noted below •.
Materials used: in'. hood:: Ethyl 1acetate, Methanol,. Benzene, Hexane, other
solvents..
·
·
· Cements:. This is a taxi co logy 1ab.. Thfs.- hood. is used for 1ow pressure.
chromatograhy ..
00

Considering the wide range·· of theT sash,· this· hood· performed· wen.. However--, the
laboratory· instruments· and•equipment sitting:on the'work. surface· prevented.· its
··properly. controlling: emissions. Placing; these items on elevated racks· would.
all ow- airflow· underneath·· and: should: improve: the control pattern.. The deflection
of·the. ·return air· cross: draft is: necessary. to have effectf ve· control at tht!'· face~
of' the·· hood.

HOOD FACE VELOCITY ANC FLOW RATE CALCULATIONS
Room: 452

Location:: South wan

Hood# .UK

Type, of- hood:Standardi Auxillary Air_ Other:-_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Flow.w.ith sash fulT open •.
Face Velocit~ Measurements

Sub Total

125

12

l38

120
125

12S
138

138
125

1,159

Number of data points

9

Avg. Face- Vel. (fpm)
128
(UndeF ideal to goodpliysical condition~ should be: 80. - 100 fpm and should not·
vary more than- ( +) 10 fpm from the averagec.,)
Hei ght=h ( in • )
Conversion sq. ft.
Fl ow =q (CFM )

Flow with sash at 6 in.
Sub Total· ---

W-i dth =1 (in.,)
47
Area =a ( sq. ft... ) 7 08

24
1441,008

.

Measured Velocities (-fpm) and their (Sum)

· 1,230

410

410

410

Numbe~of data points~

~·

3

. ( Readings shou 1d be. at: least. 2 but: not more than 3'. times the velocity with· the
sash fully raised.)
Avg. Vel. (fpm)
410
.b'
Height: h=
Width· =- l ( same. as above)
Area- a. =1 x h=( sq. ft.,) L9
Conversion to sq. ft.. 144Flow q :, (CFM)
ao2·
OBSERVATIONS AND COMMENTS
Titanium-Tetrachloride indication of flow. patterns at hood face:
Satisfactory2_
Utisati sfactory~ .
Describe;
Room Ratiryg: Poor; cross drafts measured at'. the· face at 40 FPM~
Hood Location:

Poor

Recommended Sash Height: Unrestricted.
Materials used in hood: 8-methoxy psorlan (8-MOP), CO, Oxygen-, Mixing agents.
Comments: This room also has a 15" by 15 11 canopy hood 38 11 · above the work bench
with a face velocity of 40 FPM. · This provides no capture velocity at· the·
working surface.

HOOD FACE VELOCITY AND FLOW RATE CALCULATIONS
Room:· 460 ·

Location: SW Corner (Perchloric Acid}

Hood}#UK

Type of hood:Standard_·_ Auxillary Air~ Other: Perchloric Acid Hood
Fl ow- with sash full open~
Face Velocity Measurements

240

225

200
240
Sub Total

1,660

200
120

200

125
110

Number- of· data points

9

Avg.. Face Vel.(fpm} 184
{Under ideal to goodlili'ysical conditions should be 80 - 100 fpm and should not
vary more than· {+} 10 fpm from the average.}
Hei ght=h· (in.,)
Conversion sq. ft.
Flow- =q {CFM)

29

144
3,213

Width =l (in.)
86.5
Area =a- (sq. ft.) 17o4

Flow with sash at.6 in. Measured Velocities (fpm) and their {Sum)
aoo·
860
620
Sub· Total --2·,2ao
Number of data points: 3.
{Readings should be: at. least 2 but;..not more than 3 times· the velocity with the"
,sash· fully raised.)
Avg·•. Vel. {fpm)
760:
Height h=-·
.o
Width= l (same as above)
Area a =lx h=(sq .. ft.,) 3.6
Conversion to· sq~ ft. 144
Flow q. = {CFM)
. 2,739
0

OBSERVATIONS AND COMMENTS
Titanium Tetrachloride indication of· flow patterns at hood face:
Satisfactory X
Unsatisfactory
Describe; Flow rates were
partially blocked by· trays in the lower7ight quarter.
Room- Rating: Ideal; Lateral cross drafts were less than 10 .FPM •.
Hood Location: Ideal; In the· corner.
Recommended Sash· Height:. Unrestricted
Materials used in hood: Perchloric acid other acids exclusively.
Comments: This is a perchloric acid hood with wash down.
glass. The fl ow rates are. excessive •.
This room is under negative pressure w.r.t. the hall.

It has a broken sash

HOOD FACE VELOCITY AND FLOW RATE CALCULATIONS
Room: 460

. Location: Center of room•.

Hood#· UK

Type- of hood:Standardd. Auxnlary Air_·· Other:-_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Flow- with· sash· full open.
_Face Velocilb Measurements
40 . .
.
35
40
40

Sub Total

330

44
44

35
10.

Number- of data points

Avg.. Face Vel. (fpm)
3T .
(Under 1-deal to good jinysical conditions should. be 80
vary more than- (+) 10 fpm; from,· the· average...)
· ·Hei ght=h· (i no )
Conversion:, sq. ft.
Fl OW·. =q (CFM)

33.
144: ·.
355

9

~ 100

fpm and should not

.W.i dth =1 ( i n-o )
42.s-·
Area =a· (sq. fto) 9o7

· Flow with sash at 6: in·o· Measured·.Velocities (fpm) and. their· (Sum)

Sub Total ;..__

.
480

15~
175
150
· Number· of' data points.

-

·3

.(Readings. should be .at. 1e·ast.. 2 btit..not'more. than· 3. times. the: velocity with the
··
sastt fully raised-.;)
·
Avg~ Ve L · ( fpml
160>
Height' h=
·"7'5" · · Width = 1 ( san,e., as above) .
Conversion· to sq.. ft.. 144:
Area. a, =lx h=(sq .. ft.. ) 1..7
0•

Fl ow q . =·

( CFM)

283 .

OBSERVATIONS AND COMMENTS
Titanium·Tetrachloride· indication of flow patterns at hood face:
Satisfactory X
Unsatisfactory
Describe; A trash bag was
restricting 1Tow in the· 1ower right corner.
Room: Rating:. Good; Cross·. currents. were 1ess than 25 FPM at· the closed sash.
Hood Location:. Good; Location discourages pedestrian traffic·when hood is in use •
. . Rl!conunended Sash Height:· 14,.. prov~ des 80 FPM face ve1oci ti es.
Materials used in· hood~- Teratogenic· drugs •.
Comments: . This hood is used for- teratogenic· drug testing. Drugs are mixed and
DrosphilaFlies are used.as.indicator organisms... The flies are being tested
with known teratogens·..
·
· ·

HOOD FACE VELOCITY AND FLOW RATE CALCULATIONS.

· Room:. 461

Locat;orr: Wall adjacent to door-.

Hood#

Type. of hood:Standardi Auxillary Air.:_ Other:_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Flow with.sash full open.
_Face-Velocity·Measurements

480
335.
390
1,313

Sub Total

2~

2~

20

10
10

20

Number- of data- points

9

Avg. Face Vel. ( fpm)
145
( Under ideal to good""pli"ysi cal condi ti ans should: be 80 -- 100 fpm· and should not·
vary more than (,::) 10 fpm from·the-averagec)
Hei ght=h (in. )
Conversion sq. ft.
Flow. =q (CFM)

3L5
144

Width =l (inc)
62
. Area =a ( sqo. fto) 13·05

1,978

Flow with sash. at 6 in.

Measured Velocities- (fpm) and their- (Sum)
150
90
. 70
000 310
Number- of data· points
3
.

Sub Total

(Readings should be
sash fully- rai s.ed.)
Avg. Ve 1 • ( fpm)
Height h=
Conversion to sq. ft.
Fl ow q = ( CFM )

at least2 but not more- than 3 times the velocity with the

.,,.
103

144

=

W-i dth· 1 ( same- as. above)
Area ...a =lx h=(sq-., ft ... ) 2o5

266

OBSERVATIONS AND COMMENTS
Titanium Tetrachloride indication of fl ow" patterns. at hood face:
Satisfactory X
Unsatisfactory·
Describe; This is a special
application Tsee notes below).
Room Rating: Good; Drafts were less than 10 FPM at the face-with the hood off•.
Hood Location: Poor (could pass for present use
hood).

9

but not for genera 1 use as· fume

Recommended Sash Height:. The 23 11 sash norma·l iy- used appears to provide about 100 .
FPM on the left and 50 FPM in front of the instrument.,
Materials used in hood: Toluene, Methanol; Carbon D1oxi.de with· Carbon 14 •.
Comments: This hood used to enclose a· Packard 3306 sample··oxidizer·. The
instrument fi 11 s 2/3 of the face of the hood. The instrument has a bui 1t-i n
. emissions control system which· discharges emission wastes to the hood.. Smoke
tube observations indicate· the system effectively captures air· at the emission·
sources. four additional exhaust outlets.are used for d1sect1ng on benches.
Each has a damper control; the slots are around 4 11 by 12 11 • and not flanged. All
showed smoke tube cap tu.re except· the farthest one which is on a small branch
duct. This should be redesigned-to equalize flow~ Flanges should be added to
each hood· to extend the effective capture radius. Reportedly not· all of ·these
dampers are opened for- any one· activity. This is certa1 nly appropriate and
should be a standard procedure.
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